After the Storm
Gulf Coast – 2007
[UPDATE: February, 2013—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some
additional scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues.]

News photo of Biloxi Bay Bridge on U.S. 90 following Hurricane Katrina—the bridge was still out 19 months later.
[Returning to New Orleans and the Mississippi
Coast after Hurricane was probably the most heartwrenching trip I‘ve ever made. Fortunately, in the years
since this was originally written, the area has continued to
rebound. I‘ve been back to the Big Easy three times since
this trip, and it‘s been fascinating to see the ongoing
recovery.]
In the early ‗90s I went to graduate school at the
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, where USM is
located, is called the ―Hub City‖ because roads radiate out from
there like spokes of a wheel. In college we used to joke that the
place was ―two hours from civilization in any direction‖. While I
could have easily gone to Jackson or Natchez or Mobile, during
my summers at USM there were two main places I‘d spend my
weekends. On Saturdays I almost always headed down to
Gulfport and spent the day lounging on one of Mississippi‘s
beautiful white sand beaches. Sundays I‘d invariably head into
New Orleans (―Gomorrah‖ in the parlance of conservative
Mississippians), where I‘d park at the zoo, go to church on the
campus of Loyola University, take the streetcar downtown, and
spend the day bumming around the French Quarter.

Post-Katrina T-shirt design

My grad school experience gave me more of a
connection to the Gulf Coast area than the bulk of people in
Iowa (most of whom don‘t even know how to say ―New OR-luns‖
or ―buh-LUX-ee‖ correctly), so when Hurricane Katrina hit back
in 2005 I took it much more personally than most people up

here. I felt literally numb as I watched in stunned silence while the TV reporters stood in front of places I knew well that literally didn‘t
exist anymore. It really drove home just how strong the storm was when I saw a picture of the high rise dorm where I lived in with all its
windows knocked out. Hattiesburg is 90 miles inland; it‘s where the people in New Orleans and Biloxi are supposed to evacuate to in
case of a hurricane. Yet Katrina bashed Hattiesburg with 100+ mph winds for over an hour, and when the storm passed it looked as if
a tornado had gone through. Power was out there for nearly two weeks, and schools in the area were closed for over a month. In the
end, though, the people in Hattiesburg considered themselves lucky—and compared to those further south they were.
Like many Americans (and people from around the world, for that matter), I contributed everything I could to a variety of
charities after Katrina. Unlike most, I‘ve kept in touch with the news down South by going daily to the websites of the New Orleans
Times-Picayune, the Biloxi Sun-Herald, and the Hattiesburg American. The more I read, though, the more I wondered whether the
Coast would ever be the same. As months became years and the suffering still continued, I must say I was scared as to what the
answer to that question might be. [After all the devastation we saw on this trip, it‘s honestly kind of strange to think that by 2013
things really are pretty much back to normal. Even six years seems like an incredibly short time to rebuild so much.]
The idea for this trip came last September when the NFL re-opened the Superdome. While I rarely watch Monday night
football, I was glued to the TV when the Saints got a Hollywood-style victory that marked the rebirth of the huge arena that had been
the hurricane ―shelter of last resort‖ for the Big Easy‘s poorest residents. Throughout that game they‘d cut away to ―man on the street‖
interviews with people in New Orleans. The reporters clearly expected people to say that rebuilding the Superdome was a trem endous
waste of money that should have been spent on salvaging homes or businesses. No one took the reporters‘ bait, though. Without
exception they said that re-opening the Superdome was an important symbol. Not only did it exorcise the demons of all the suffering
that had taken place there, but it also was a small sign that some things were returning to normal.
The reporters asked all those people one other question. They asked what people around the country could do to help. The
response was again nearly universal. ―Y‘all come down here,‖ they said. They weren‘t asking for relief workers (though no one would
object to their services), but for tourists. ―Hospitality‖ has always been one of the biggest industries on the coast, and to even have a
chance of getting the economy back on track, tourism had to be part of the picture. I decided right that very night that it was just as
important that I travel back down to the Coast as it was to give to charity. [That really is true. Despite what some critics said about
New Orleans‘ residents just sitting around taking ―handouts‖ from the government, pretty much everyone wanted a chance to
make it on their own. It was only through the revival of tourism that they could do that.] After taking with my sister, the two of us
arranged a trip for Easter 2007.
Our timing was good. Until quite recently it was very difficult to be a tourist in the area ravaged by Katrina. Literally hundreds
of hotels and restaurants [actually thousands] were destroyed, and with the mass exodus form the area following the hurricane, those
tourist facilities that were open found it hard to locate sufficient staff to operate. In fact, after I‘d bought plane tickets, I found it difficult
to book hotel rooms. Most of the hotels that were open showed had blocked out their rooms for use by relief workers, military, and local
residents displaced from their homes.
[This past fall another storm, Sandy, hit the Northeast. I just checked the status of hotels in that area and found that,
in spite of what the New York media would have us believe, Sandy‘s effect was not nearly as severe as Katrina‘s. Pretty much
every hotel on the Jersey Shore is open this winter, and their rooms aren‘t reserved for the relief effort. Indeed they‘re
obviously wanting for business, since their prices are incredibly cheap—as low as $29 a night.. I don‘t want to minimize the
suffering from Sandy, but it clearly wasn‘t the region-wide catastrophe that Katrina was.]
In 2007 things started to change, though. There was a big push both in New Orleans and South Mississippi to get the tourist
industry up and running by Mardi Gras 2007. Lots of hotels were built, re-built, or renovated, and as the area has gradually repopulated (both by local residents returning from the diaspora and by immigrants who see opportunity in the devastation), more people
are available to work in service jobs. Things still weren‘t ―normal‖ or ―easy‖ for tourists at Easter, but it was possible for us to have a
very enjoyable visit and contribute to the local economy.
… And contribute we did. This could have been a cheap trip, but it wasn‘t. I think both Margaret and I spent more than we
might have otherwise because of the special circumstances. We bought better meals and more souvenirs, tipped better, and avoided
taking advantage of some discounts on admissions that were available. It was so obvious that our money was going to good cause that
spending a few more bucks just seemed the right thing to do.
I‘ll say up front that I returned from this trip with some anxiety for the future of the Gulf Coast. I don‘t have any question that
New Orleans and South Mississippi will continue to exist (though some have implied it might be better if they didn‘t). [An amazing
number of people expressed that view, and some continue to do so. The location of New Orleans may not be the wisest, but
it‘s not like anyone who lives there today had a say in choosing that location. It‘s been there for two centuries, and it‘s no
more in danger than many other cities.] The real questions are exactly what form the places will take, how many people they will
support, and whether the lifestyle for which they are known will change. The Gulf Coast is very much still in flux, and it is nowhere near
recovery or normalcy.
[For better or worse, six years later things really are pretty much back to the way they always were. The ―anything
goes‖ lifestyle of the Big Easy is back, and the storm is fading to a dim memory. Katrina is becoming the new Camille, a huge
storm that lives on as a measure of how bad things can get, but doesn‘t really have a place in the day-to-day consciousness
of area residents.]

Thursday, April 5 – Algona to Rochester
Today was the day I grew up calling Maundy Thursday—though, like most kids, I never really knew what ―Maundy‖ meant and
always called it ―Monday Thursday‖. [Interestingly, a web search reveals that the origin of the word ―Maundy‖ is disputed. It
might be from the same Latin root as our word ―mandate‖, as in Christ‘s new commandment. The word is closer, though, to
an Old English word meaning ―beg‖, and it may be related to a British custom of marking the day with almsgiving.] Catholics
just call it ―Holy Thursday‖, and we have a long tradition at Garrigan of marking the day with a morning of reflection for the kids instead
of actual classes. This year‘s Holy Thursday retreat involved watching the Mel Gibson movie The Passion of the Christ, which I must
say I really don‘t care for much. It‘s the second time I‘ve seen it (the first was also for a school retreat), and my reaction was pretty
much the same both times. It‘s filled with gratuitous violence and a bit hard to follow, since the actors are speaking ancient languages
[a director‘s choice that makes very little sense to me] and there‘s strange mystic symbolism throughout. Most importantly, though,
the film is just the crucifixion. It totally ignores the resurrection, which to me is the whole point of Christianity. [For some reason
Catholic theology does seem preoccupied with the suffering of Christ. That just seems weird to me.] No one asked my
opinion, though, and from a teacher‘s standpoint this was easier than some retreats we‘ve done. At least we didn‘t have to do stupid
activities with the kids.
The morning went fairly quickly, and I left Garrigan around noon. As I drove northward I listened to a CD of the music from
Jesus Christ, Superstar, a tradition I have done during Holy Week for pretty much my whole adult life. I personally think JC,S does a
much better job of portraying Christ‘s death (and afterlife) than The Passion. To this day I remember the first time I saw Jesus Christ,
Superstar on stage. I was in college, and a group from Wesley Foundation went down to the Old Creamery Theatre to see the show.
The entire stage performance was augmented by a slide show (today it would probably be done as a PowerPoint presentation, but in
those days I‘m sure it was actual slides) of eclectic pictures from the modern day world that echoed the events being portrayed. It was
really a very moving show. I‘ve since seen JC,S on stage three other times, and I‘ve seen two different movie versions and heard
several versions of the famous music. Each is different, but they‘ve all had a definite impact.
[When it first debuted, one of the biggest criticisms of Andrew Lloyd-Webber‘s rock opera was precisely my criticism
of The Passion: it doesn‘t directly address the resurrection. That is technically true, but the mysterious music at the end,
usually played together with lighting effects does communicate that fairly clearly. Back in the ‗70s many people also felt the
music to JC, S was sacrilegious. That argument is almost never heard these days. The lyrics are certainly non-traditional
(though really just a modern language version of the Bible story), but the music itself is very classical, though played with
modern instruments.]
The CD finished just as I reached Blue Earth. This was convenient, because I stopped at a Kwik Trip there to buy gas. At
9
$2.55 per gallon this was 4¢ cheaper than the price in Algona and would turn out to be the cheapest gas I‘d see on this trip. I also got
some coffee and a grilled cheese sandwich. Kwik Trip has taken to packaging so-called ―comfort foods‖. Here they took, a dime‘s
worth of bread, butter, and Velveeta, placed it in a paper envelope, and slapped a ―99¢‖ pricetag on it. It can‘t say it was worth what
they charged (what convenience food is?), but it was quite tasty.
I often sing when I drive [people probably think that‘s weird, but it‘s one of my most common forms of entertainment
while driving], and I sang Easter hymns as I headed eastward along I-90. Those resurrection carols were certainly most appropriate
for this trip, since we‘d be seeing the process of rebirth in action down on the Gulf Coast.
The trip to Rochester was quicker than I had imagined. Even stopping for gas and a restroom break at an interstate rest area,
it wasn‘t much more than two hours. That 70 mph speed limit really does push things along. [Rochester is one of several places
that I first went to back when the speed limit, even on interstates, was 55mph. The time it took to get to those places was
burned into my mind then, and it always seems too short at higher speeds.] I reached the Sleep Inn—Rochester before their
official check-in time, but they had plenty of rooms available and were able to check me in. I was paying with gift cards from the scrip
program, and that made a bit of a challenge for ―Frank‖, the desk clerk. He managed to figure it out, though, and before long I made my
way to Room 114. The room was small, but adequate. This is a very new hotel. All Sleep Inns are new, but this one is no more than a
couple years old. It‘s designed differently than its earlier brothers, too. Most Sleep Inns feature a large shower that sticks out into the
bedroom to form a little alcove. Here they have full bathrooms with tubs. What they didn‘t have was good lighting. Even with every
light in the room on, things were still rather dim.
[Sleep Inn has completely abandoned the oversized shower design. In fact, they‘ve recently gutted a lot of their older
properties to put in more traditional bathrooms. The Rochester airport hotel is no longer a Sleep Inn. I‘m not sure why the
franchise changed, but it‘s now an AmericInn.]
Margaret and I had arranged to meet here in the mid-afternoon. I tried to call her on her cell phone, but she was apparently in
a low reception area [something there‘s a lot of among the hills and valleys of northeast Iowa and southeast Minnesota], and

the call didn‘t go through. She eventually called back, and I was able to let her know the room number. Then I relaxe d for a while until
she arrived. She showed up around 4:00, and we visited a bit. Around 5:00 we went out to dinner.
Margaret had a scrip card for Olive Garden which she had bought mostly because her friend Vicki liked to go there. Vicki
passed away this past year, so starting our trip with an Italian dinner was a good way of using up the card. The Rochester Olive
Garden wasn‘t particularly easy to find, but once we did we enjoyed a pleasant meal. I had lasagna, while Margaret ate chicken with
garlic and broccoli over pasta. Both the food and service were quite good.
I like to have those individually packaged moist towelettes with me when I travel, and I‘d recently run out of them. I wanted to
buy some before we left, and Margaret wanted some envelopes. We stopped first at a big ShopKo store at the south end of Rochester.
They had several brands of towelettes, but all of them were in pop-up plastic containers (like baby wipes) rather than individual
envelopes made for traveling. We next tried a Snyder Drug store, but they didn‘t seem to have any sort of personal washing supplies.
Margaret did get her envelopes there, though. Finally we made our way to an enormous Hy-Vee store. We had to search quite a while,
but we did eventually find boxes of individual ―Wash-Ups‖. I also got some blended cranberry—blackberry juice, which we both enjoyed
through the evening. [It has gotten nearly impossible to buy individually packages towelettes, which is kind of strange since
with all the germaphobes around these days. Writing this revision reminded me that I‘m out of them, and I knew nowhere
nearby stocked them anymore. I was able to find them on Amazon.com, and I bought five boxes there. That should keep me
going for a while.]
Back at the hotel Margaret brought out her pictures and souvenirs from Egypt, and we spent a few hours going through all of
them. She obviously had a wonderful trip there. We went to bed around 11pm. The bed was overly soft, though, and I can‘t say I slept
particularly well.

Friday, April 6 – Rochester to Gulfport
We were up at 6:00 this morning, which in addition to Good Friday happened to be my brother Steve‘s birthday. We thought of
Steve as we packed and went down to breakfast.
The breakfast at the Sleep Inn certainly wasn‘t anything special. They billed it as ―deluxe‖, and what appeared to make it so
was the addition of do-it-yourself waffles in addition to frozen muffins and toast. They had illustrations above the breakfast bar that
showed all kinds of fruit, but the only fruit they actually had was a bowl of red apples. Margaret and I had little more than coffee, and
we checked out quickly. [Breakfast is probably my favorite meal of the day, but more often than not I‘m disappointed with hotel
breakfasts. If they‘re not going to provide a good spread, I really wish they‘d just knock five bucks off the bill and do away
with the buffet. Similarly most hotel amenities like pools and gyms are irrelevant to me, and I wish they‘d price them a la
carte.[
It was extremely windy out today, something I hoped wouldn‘t affect flying conditions. We drove about half a mile west to the
grounds of Rochester International Airport. (I suppose this dinky airport is ―international‖ because they have patients from abroad who
come here on private planes to go to the Mayo Clinic.) We parked in their ―remote‖ lot, which is only steps away from the terminal, and
made our way inside. [I seriously wonder why anyone would pay for the short-term lot at Rochester. You‘d walk farther in
most mall parking lots than you would from the long-term lot at RST.]
Security at RST went very quickly. The main change from the last time I‘d flown is the liquid rule. The only liquids you‘re
allowed to take into the ―sterile‖ side of the airport are toiletries in packages of 3oz or less. You have to put those in a small, clear
zipper bag so they can be separately inspected at the X-ray facility. Any other liquids must be checked. (It used to be they didn‘t want
you to check any liquids, but the airlines have had to change their rules as the government regulations have changed.) I always travel
with lots of zipper bags, so it was no problem having one for my mouthwash, shampoo, and deodorant. I forgot to take it out of my
main bag, though, which invited a minor scolding from the clerk.
I‘ve learned to take off anything that might set off airport metal detectors—watches, belts, and the like. I‘d purposely not even
put on a belt this morning, assuming I‘d put it on right after I‘d cleared security. When I searched through my bag to find the belt,
though, I couldn‘t. I found out later it had fallen out back at home before I‘d even left. I pretty much always wear a belt, and I must say I
felt rather naked without one.
Something that surprised me in light of all the enhanced airport security was one change that to me seemed to make things
less secure. Since the 2001 attacks only ticketed passengers have been able to go on through security. They‘ve always checked for
IDs and boarding passes before you could even enter the X-ray line. Apparently that‘s recently changed, though. They frequently
made PA announcements at the Rochester airport inviting non-ticketed guests to get ―gate passes‖ from any airline desk so they could
go through security and patronize the businesses on the other side.

There wasn‘t a lot for those people to patronize. The shopping at RST is limited to a single newsstand, and the food consists
of a café called ―The Wright Stuff‖ and a couple of vending machines. Since we had a bit of time to kill, I had a real break fast
(scrambled eggs, underdone hashbrowns, wheat toast, and coffee) at the café. Oddly the stuff was served on a stoneware plate, but
with a plastic knife and fork. [At the time metal flatware was illegal on the ―clean‖ side of security at airports. They‘ve since
realized a butter knife or a fork aren‘t serious weapons. Indeed, they‘re probably less dangerous than the jagged edge of a
broken stoneware plate would be.]
There are two levels of gates at RST. Most airlines use the lower level, where small planes like those that serve Mason City
arrive. The two gates on the upper level are used exclusively by Northwest, which mostly sends DC-9s (aging workhorse jets) on the
short hop from Minneapolis to Rochester. [In the intervening years, airlines have been downsizing. Delta (which bought out
Northwest) has replaced the DC-9s on the RST—MSP route with much smaller Canadair regional jets. They no longer fly to
Mason City at all. Service to that and other very small airports is now provided in tiny 9-seat prop-planes.]
We made our way upstairs around 8:00, shortly before we were scheduled to board. Unfortunately we were told there was
some sort of mechanical problem that would delay our departure. This was confirmed by a series of people in reflective vests who kept
going in and out of the emergency exit. We finally boarded around 9am. The pilot told us that on a routine inspection of the plane, the
first officer had noticed an equipment door was hanging open. When that was fixed, they noticed there was also a problem with the
wing flaps. They apparently got everything working, and we were in the air about 9:15, about 40 minutes late.
As much for fun as anything else, I‘d booked the exact same seats on all six of the flights we were taking on this trip. Our
seats were 16-A and 16-B. These were actually quite good seats. In the 2—3 configuration of a DC-9, ―A‖ and ―B‖ are the window and
aisle on the left side of the plane. Row 16 is right behind the wings, which lent good stability and allowed me to confirm the flaps were
indeed working correctly. [In most cases, these seats couldn‘t be booked in advance these days without paying an additional
fee. Only undesirable seats (center seats, for instance, or those by the toilets) are freely available in advance these days.]
It‘s a very short flight from Rochester to Minneapolis. Northbound the trip is about half an hour, and southbound it‘s only 20
minutes. We spent nearly as much time taxiing on the ground as we did in the air. The pilot announced we had reached our cruising
altitude. Then, literally just a minute later, he told the flight attendants to prepare for landing.
I entertained myself on the short journey by thumbing through World Traveler, the Northwest Airlines in-flight magazine.
Smiling on the cover was a person I could call a ―friend of a friend‖. Though I‘ve never met him, Twins catcher Joe Mauer has played
both with and against my baseball-playing former student, Brad Nelson. [Actually I had met Joe Mauer prior to this trip. I‘d
forgotten that the Nelson family had introduced me to him when he was playing A-ball in Davenport.] The two are exactly the
same age, and since both are from the upper Midwest, they ended up on the same honors teams in high school when they were
showcasing their talents. Mauer was Major League Baseball‘s #1 draft pick the year Brad was also drafted (2001), and with several
million dollars invested in him, the Twins have rapidly pushed the ―bonus baby‖ along. So far he hasn‘t disappointed them. He‘s hit
well and performed well as a catcher, and the St. Paul native has also attracted a lot of fans to the Metrodome who want to root for a
hometown boy. [What‘s more, Target Field, the Twins‘ new stadium, has been referred to by more than one sportswriter as
―the house that Mauer built‖.] I was intrigued as I looked at Mauer‘s pictures in the magazine to find that he didn‘t use the standard
Louisville Slugger bat, which every guy on the Major League roster gets for free as advertising for the Kentucky company. Players
have to pay for any other bat they use. Of course, when you‘re a millionaire, there‘s probably less motivation to accept those freebies.
It‘s pretty much a straight shot from RST up to MSP, and we didn‘t deviate from the course at all. When we reached
Bloomington we flew right past Mall of America and a Fairfield Inn I had stayed at just last weekend when I was up in the Twin Cities to
see a play and tour the new Guthrie Theatre building. I remember seeing plane after plane fly just outside the hotel when I stayed there
and being amazed at how insulated the place was. [I‘d highly recommend that Fairfield Inn to anyone. It‘s very well located, and
for an airport hotel, it is surprisingly quiet.] I never heard a single plane the whole time.
Because our departure from Rochester had been delayed, we had a fairly tight connection in Minneapolis. We raced across
Northstar Crossing, the shopping mall that is hidden behind the ticket counters, to get to the ―G‖ concourse from which our next plane
would depart. Fortunately they‘d delayed boarding it, so it turned out we weren‘t late. They began boarding shortly after we arrived,
loaded the plane quickly, and we left the gate right on schedule at 10:20am. As we made our way to the taxiway we passed another
DC-9 with smoke billowing out of it. I have no idea what was up, and I certainly hope it wasn‘t anything too serious.
The flight down to Memphis was quick (about an hour and a half) and uneventful. The pilot told us we could expect some
turbulence from the strong winds, but it was really quite a smooth trip. The weather was mostly clear, and we could see the farmland
give way to forest as we made our way further south.
o

We passed downtown Memphis, made a 180 turn over the south end of the city, and then landed to the north. We had a long
taxi past numerous absolutely empty gates. I remembered from when I was in MEM before that the air traffic here goes in waves. The
morning wave had already departed, and now the airport looked almost deserted.
We had lunch at the airport at a sort-of ―local color‖ place, the Sun Studios Café. Memphis is proud to be the birthplace of the
blues, and this place serves up the sort of food that blues artists might have eaten. Whether the restaurant has anything at all to do
with its namesake record company I have no clue, but they did serve good food. I had a hearty bowl of soup, a pulled pork barbecue

sandwich, and a dish of cheesy mashed potatoes. I can‘t say it was the healthiest fare, but it was very tasty. One strange thing about
this place was that while the staff was entirely black and the food tended toward ―soul food‖, the customers were all white.
The layover in Memphis was fairly lengthy, so we still had some time to kill after lunch. I went to ―$10 Boutique‖ and picked up
a belt—not very well made, but sufficient for the trip. [I recall it falling apart almost immediately after I got home.] I also read
through the Memphis Commercial Appeal, which was mostly a journal of the numerous break-ins, drug busts, and murders of this rather
scary little city. I also read through the Memphis Flyer, a freebie paper that confirmed that not much besides crime happens here.
Our flight left on time around 2:30. Unfortunately we had to wait to be pushed back from the gate. Then we waited forever for
take-off. As I said, air traffic at MEM moves in waves, and we were now right in the middle of the afternoon wave. We crawled forward
in a line of Northwest and Federal Express jets for twenty-five minutes before we finally got clearance to take off.
We took off to the north (apparently it‘s standard to take off and land into the wind) and made a U-turn over downtown
Memphis. That stood out because the main feature of the place is ―The Pyramid‖, a giant sports arena built in a shape that honors the
city‘s much older namesake. Since Margaret had just returned from Egypt, it seemed appropriate that we should be flying over a
pyramid. [The Memphis Grizzlies have abandoned the Pyramid, and is it currently looking for tenants. It appears the most
likely future use will not be as an arena, but rather as a Bass Pro Shop superstore.]

Website image of a Katrina RV village

There were puffy clouds below us
as we made our way southward over the
state of Mississippi. We began our descent
into Gulfport shortly before 4pm and flew
out far over the Gulf of Mexico before
turning to land toward the north. The
clouds had broken near the coast, and the
unique approach gave us a clear view of all
that had changed since the hurricane. The
Biloxi peninsula still featured high rise
casinos and the banana port in Gulfport
had been rebuilt, but otherwise the beach
area looked stark and empty. About half a
mile inland from the banana port was an
enormous mass of white RVs, one of many
―Katrina villages‖ established by the
Federal
Emergency
Management
Administration to house former renters
whose apartments had been destroyed.
We‘d see many of these throughout the
Gulf Coast region. Homeowners who lost
their homes can park their FEMA trailers on
their land, but former tenants have
nowhere to go but these refugee camps.

A lot of the parents of my students built these trailers. Winnebago went into high gear to meet FEMA‘s demand, and their
workers racked up lots of overtime churning them out. [Many of them have since lost their jobs, as the shaky economy has
slowed RV sales to a trickle.] Back in Forest City everyone assumed all these RVs would be temporary housing for the hurricane
victims, but they‘ve become semi-permanent affairs. They‘re all hooked up to local utilities, and their waste drains right into the city
sewers. Whole families (often quite large ones) have been living in FEMA trailers for over a year, and it certainly seems as if there are
more RVs than actual houses on the Gulf Coast today.
We landed at Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport about twenty minutes late, right at 4pm. We made our way through the
jetway and entered what appeared to be a Third World airport. Apparently GPT was planning renovations before Katrina hit. Damage
from the hurricane has forced them to combine those renovations with basically rebuilding the main terminal. At the moment the place
has bare concrete floors and no real ceiling, just bare metal with insulation that falls down in chunks from time to time. Parts of the
glass façade were blown out by the storm and are still boarded up a year and a half later. We weren‘t at the airport for its beauty,
though. For us GPT was just a convenient destination, and it served our needs perfectly well.
We made our way through a series of boarded up hallways to the car rental area. The woman at the Hertz desk pointed out
that they didn‘t have any cars in the ―economy‖ class I had reserved and asked if a Chevy Malibu would be all right. The silver fourdoor turned out to be one of the nicest cars I‘ve rented anywhere. It was comfortable and easy to drive, and it was one of the few rental
cars I‘ve had that actually afforded good visibility. Except for the pathetic mileage it got (low 20s), I liked the car a lot.
Something unique about this car was that it was actually licensed locally. Almost every other rental car I‘ve had came from
somewhere else, most often Illinois or Ohio. This car, though, had plates (777 WFF) from Harrison County, Mississippi. I know from
my graduate school days that for ―normal‖ people to license a car in Mississippi is extremely expensive. Lots of people in Hattiesburg
maintained post office boxes in nearby Bogalusa, Louisiana so they could license their vehicles there where the cost was literally one-

tenth of what it was in the Magnolia State. Even with the cost of maintaining an address of convenience, they came out way ahead. I
wondered if the rental company paid the same sort of user fees private citizens do.
Taxes are high in general in Mississippi, even though the local politicians will tell you this is a ―low-tax‖ Southern state. Like a
lot of Republican strongholds, the taxes are also very regressive—forcing the poor to part with a much larger share of their money than
the rich. Like most places with a big tourist trade, they also soak the visitors. Our rental car cost about $80 before taxes. By the time
they slapped on five different taxes (including an airport user fee), the total price was over $115. That‘s more than 40% ta x. Even with
that, the price was lower than it would have been at other nearby airports like New Orleans or Mobile, which is why I‘d decided to fly
into Gulfport to begin with.
When I asked her how to leave the airport, the woman at the Hertz desk said ―oh, that‘s simple‖ and proceeded to give a rather
complicated set of instructions. It turned out that there was really only one way out of the airport, but the route involved several odd
turns that seemed to be there for no good reason. Eventually, though, we made it to U.S. 49, the main north/south route through
Gulfport.
The north end of Gulfport looks much the same as it always has. It‘s basically a big tacky suburban strip, and I recognized
numerous landmarks as we made our way southward. The main difference is that perennially packed highway 49 is now six lanes wide
(plus turn lanes) instead of the four lanes I remembered.
Things started looking different when we crossed Pass Road, the only east/west through street north of the beach. I‘d heard
that they had storm surge damage as far north as Pass Road (which is a mile and a half in from the coast, but only about 15 feet above
sea level), and things south of there confirmed that. Gulfport never had much of a downtown, but today it basically doesn‘t have any
downtown at all. Even the blood donation centers and homeless shelters are boarded up. All that‘s left are some very substantial
government buildings (and even they seem badly damaged) and some liquor stores and pawn shops operating out of temporary
quarters that look much like the FEMA trailers.
West of downtown is the FEMA village we‘d seen from the air, and at the south end are the abandoned shells of some of the
region‘s largest banks. Beyond there is the re-built banana port and U.S. 90, the four lane road that used to run along the beach all the
way from New Orleans to Mobile.

Beach Boardwalk – Gulfport, Mississippi
I say highway 90 used to run that route because today it‘s not a through highway. There are apparently four different bridges
out along the route—one each in Louisiana and Alabama and two enormous structures in Mississippi. The bridges between Bay St.
Louis and Pass Christian and between Biloxi and Ocean Springs were completely destroyed when Katrina hit, and while the highway
department has been working around the clock, it will be at least six more months before the replacement bridges are opened. In the
meantime, if you want to get from one of the beach towns to another, you have to drive five miles north to I-10 and then five miles back

south to your destination. [While they were still out on this trip, these bridges were replaced remarkably fast—particularly when
you consider that each of the bridges is several miles long and they‘re over deep open water.]
We drove west on Beach Boulevard toward the
Bay St. Louis bridge. I‘m used to highway 90 being a busy
road full of tourists gawking at the beach to the south and
locals trying to turn into the numerous businesses to the
north. With that in my head, it was absolutely surreal to
drive along a nearly empty stretch of road with no traffic
and absolutely nothing at the side. [This really was
bizarre. It would be almost like being in Times Square
or Michigan Avenue with no one else around.] If you
didn‘t know what used to be here, you might think the Gulf
Coast was a pleasant rural area with a lovely view of the
water. Throughout west Gulfport and Long Beach there‘s
basically nothing left at all. We passed countless empty
parking lots (one of which was the hotel where Margaret
and I stayed a few Christmases ago) and the slabs where
houses used to stand. There were also giant signs (some
of them entirely intact) that touted businesses that aren‘t
there anymore. The wreckage has largely been cleared
away, but that makes it almost more eerier. There are a
few FEMA trailers parked by some of the slabs, but in many
cases people who own land right on the coast can‘t get
insurance even if they have the money to rebuild. That
leaves the place completely deserted.
Only a single company has rebuilt on the beach
here. That company is the southern institution Waffle
House. There used to be a Waffle House about every mile

McDonalds sign with nothing nearby – Long Beach, Mississippi

Destroyed and stunted trees along an empty U.S. 90 – Pass Christian, Mississippi

along Beach Boulevard, and every one of them was completely obliterated by Katrina. Just days after the storm Waffle House
announced their plans to rebuild, and they‘ve been true to their word. They‘ve already opened two new locations in Gulfport, and there
are many more built and about to open. I‘d read an article in the Sun-Herald that touted the first Waffle House re-opening as the first
true sign that things were returning to normal on the Coast.
The new Waffle Houses look quite a bit nicer than the restaurants they replaced. Old Waffle Houses are notoriously shabby
little huts. They bear a striking resemblance to FEMA trailers, and it‘s no surprise that they were no match for a hurricane. The new
ones are red brick buildings. They‘re still small, but they look much more substantial than their predecessors. They definitely stand out,
too—particularly with absolutely nothing else around them. [This is Waffle House‘s new construction model, regardless of where
they build. As they‘ve expanded into more northern markets in recent years, this is the type of building they‘ve put up.]
The one bright spot on the drive west was Pass Christian. (Margaret recalled judging reporters during Katrina by whether they
could correctly pronounce the name of the place, which has its accent on the last syllable: kris-chee-ANN.) Beach Boulevard in ―The
Pass‖ (as locals call it) is lined with enormous Victorian mansions that served as ―summer cottages‖ for families like the Rockefellers
and the Vanderbilts. I‘d heard many of these were destroyed, and indeed many were. A lot, though, were located on just slightly higher
land than the middle class homes in Long Beach and Gulfport. That small bit of elevation meant they were badly damaged, but still
standing.
Margaret noticed the trees all along Beach Boulevard. The area was lined with countless live oaks, which we remembered
being decorated when we were here for the holidays. While some of the oaks are dead, most are still there. They are mangled and
stunted, though, and their beards of Spanish moss were blown away and the branches still look ratty two years later. [It would not be
until 2011 that I would finally see the oaks coming close to what the appearance they should have. Even now the moss is just
starting to come back.] More importantly, the lots beyond the beach look nearly empty because the pine trees that once filled the
yards are almost all completely gone. They had to have lost hundreds of thousands of trees along the coast, and I can‘t imagine what a
chore it was just to haul them all away. [An acquaintance of mine from graduate school worked as an engineer for Mississippi
Power at the time and was one of the people responsible for restoring electricity after Katrina. He was quoted in the Sun—
Herald saying that the biggest issue with utilities was just clearing away all the trees.]
Pretty much all the beaches in Gulfport, Long Beach, and Pass Christian are officially closed, though local people still seem to
use them. They look a bit unkempt, but they‘re still there and still in pretty good shape. There used to be tourist facilities (piers,
boardwalks, and a variety of concessions) all along the beach, and pretty much all of those are in ruins. It‘s only sensible that the local
government worries about critical infrastructure before they worry about taking care of the beach. [The beaches were re-opened
fairly soon after this trip, basically as soon as the bridges on highway 90 were reconstructed. It would take longer to rebuild
the tourist facilities, but by 2011 things looked fairly close to normal.]
We drove back east past highway 49 toward Biloxi.
East of the banana port things look quite a bit different than
they do to the west—both better and worst. There‘s lots of
rebuilding going on here: casinos, motels, and high-rise
condos. There are even quite a few private homes going up,
many on stilts to elevate them from possible flood waters. You
can tell where people plan to rebuild because they‘ll have a
FEMA trailer parked on the lot while they build the ―real‖ house.
What makes the drive east look worse than it does to the west
is that a lot of the stuff that isn‘t being rebuilt hasn‘t yet been
cleared away. We saw businesses and apartment complexes
that were little more than piles of rubble, little changed from
those TV pictures right after the storm.
We had dinner at the Waffle House at Beach
Boulevard and Courthouse Road, the first one to re-open on
the Coast. It struck me at the time that there weren‘t many
The first business to reopen on the Gulf Coast
people in the place, but I figured out later why that probably was. This was Good Friday, and we were in the one part of the South that
is mostly Catholic rather than Baptist. There‘s no seafood whatsoever on the Waffle House menu, so the locals probably went to
someplace a bit friendlier to their Lenten ―sacrifice‖. [While there is some truth to that, I‘d eat at Waffle House on later trips, and
they also struck me as having fewer people than I‘d normally expect. There are significantly fewer people on the Coast than
there used to be, and I think business reflects that.] As a Protestant, I had no trouble eating sirloin steak on Good Friday, and
Waffle House served up a tasty one. Margaret had pork chops. Both came with salad, Texas toast, and hash browns, and as combo
meals they were more affordable than many of the lesser items on the Waffle House menu. It was a good meal, and it seemed fitting
to eat our first meal in the South at this particular restaurant.
Just a little ways east of Waffle House is the Edgewater Mall, which is just east of the border between Gulfport and Biloxi.
Edgewater is the largest shopping center on the Gulf Coast, though I must confess that when I was in grad school I didn‘t think much of
the place. [Both Jackson and New Orleans had better shopping than the Coast, and actually so did Hattiesburg.] I‘d heard
Edgewater had managed to re-open by Christmas 2005, just four months after the hurricane—making them the first major mall in the

whole area that was back in business. I was skeptical of that, because I knew the name ―Edgewater‖ was very descriptive, and I‘d
purposely bought a scrip card from Dillard‘s (the leading department store in the South) so I could check the place out.
Seeing Edgewater was definitely an experience. It is definitely open, and it‘s very busy. Like the old Victorians in Pass
Christian, Edgewater is on slightly higher ground. That kept it from being wiped off the map like most of the businesses on Beach
Boulevard. On Friday night the place was crawling with shoppers, mostly teenagers trying to hook up with one another. Almost all the
space at Edgewater is filled, and the level of stores seemed nicer than it did when I was here before.
So, it‘s a normal mall—right? Well, not exactly. While the stores are open, the public areas are still very much under
construction. It‘s a lot like the Gulfport airport—with no real floor or ceiling, boards on the windows, and yellow construction tape all
over the place. It will probably be quite nice when they‘re all done, but they‘re definitely not there yet.
Then there‘s the perimeter, the space around the outside that‘s not exactly part of the mall proper. There used to be tons of
different ―out-businesses‖, but now there‘s a single restaurant. They‘re apparently re-building a Wendy‘s here [which happens to be
owned by the relative of one of my former Garrigan students], too, but it isn‘t open yet. Also not open was the one place where I
was planning to spend money, Dillard‘s. They have three other department stores (Sears, Penney‘s, and Belk‘s—formerly McRae‘s
[and now Macy‘s, I believe]), but Dillard‘s (which was the part of the mall closest to the actual beach) will apparently be closed until
2009. All that‘s there now is a boarded up shell.
[It was actually a bit of a chore to spend that Dillard‘s gift card, since there is no Dillard‘s store anywhere close to me.
I ended up finally using it in Omaha when I was down there to see Brad Nelson playing baseball. I distinctly remember that
trip, because the weather quite suddenly turned quite cold. What I bought at Dillard‘s was a jacket (a gray one that I still have
today), and even with that jacket I spent the whole weekend shivering.]
Something I couldn‘t help but notice in the mall was how multi-racial the shoppers were. Mississippi has always been a very
black and white state, but at Edgewater tonight there were also Hispanics and Asians in the mix. There have always been a few
Vietnamese people on the Coast (mostly shrimp harvesters), but Hispanics are something very new. Apparently a lot of the
construction workers who have been doing the rebuilding work are Mexican. Not everyone likes that, but they are available and willing
to get the job done. There are lots of signs in Spanish on the Coast these days, which is a major change from the past.
Not far from
the mall is Beauvoir,
the final home of
Confederate
President Jefferson Davis.
―Beauvoir‖
means
―nice view‖ in French,
and most likely the
view of the water
from the home is still
quite nice.
Unfortunately the reverse is
no longer true. You
could technically say
the home is still
standing, but you‘d
be stretching things
to say that. All the
out-buildings
(the
kitchen, the servant‘s
quarters, etc.) were
washed away, as
was
the
grand
veranda that was the
main feature of the
front.
The main
structure is basically
just a shell. They
have a sign out front
Beauvoir (Jefferson Davis‘ Home) – Biloxi, Mississippi
asking for money to
help them rebuild. It‘s sad, but understandable that historic sites haven‘t been a priority in the reconstruction process.
[Beauvoir has been complexly restored and re-opened. Restoration on the mansion began in 2006 and finished in
th
2008, coinciding with the 200 anniversary of Davis‘ birth. Today they‘ve added a huge modern complex next door that
serves as the Jefferson Davis Presidential library.]

Website view of Beauvoir after its reopening
(Note that the oak tree in front is still quite scraggly.)
We saw a couple of other classic landmarks in Biloxi. One was the S.S. Camille, a tugboat that washed ashore after
Hurricane Camille and has stood in the same place it landed ever since. We read in the paper later that they‘re apparently going to
finally remove it, even though it made it through Katrina largely unscathed. That‘s more than can be said for the Sharkhead, a famous
gift shop with an enormous fiberglass fish on its roof. The Sharkhead is one of the many piles of rubble that dot the east end of Biloxi.
[Sharkhead‘s has been rebuilt, and they‘ve added an apostrophe – s to their name. Their new building is on stilts, like much
of the new construction on the Coast. While it‘s still bright pink and now has a fiberglass shark in front, the new building has
quite a bit less character than the old one, though.]

Website view of the rebuilt Sharkhead‘s gift shop
We went back to the Biloxi Loop, an awkward interchange that encircles an old lighthouse that has survived every hurricane
for more than a century. We turned onto I-110 and made our way past Keesler Air Force Base (which, surprisingly, we never heard
about in all the reports during the hurricane) and on up to I-10. Interstate 10 is also now six lanes through Biloxi and Gulfport, and that
makes traffic on the always clogged freeway move somewhat better. I-10 is coping with a lot more traffic than normal, since it‘s
basically the only road on the Coast that through traffic can use.
We drove back west to U.S. 49 and exited northward to a new retail strip that didn‘t exist when I was in college. Gulfport is
sort of re-inventing itself five miles inland from where it used to be, with I-10 as the new center of town. I-10 used to mark the very edge
of town, but now it‘s smack dab in the middle of things. The area to the north is officially unincorporated, but it‘s basically suburban
Gulfport. We stopped at a Winn-Dixie supermarket here, where both Margaret and I picked up some Community Coffee, the chicory
blend that is the everyday throughout the Gulf Coast. Margaret thought it was expensive (and it is more than Folger‘s), but it was half
the price they charge either in New Orleans or up north. I also bought a half gallon of grapefruit juice to avoid buying beverages at
hotel vending machines. [The new pattern of development in Gulfport makes the place look more Southern than it used to. In
most Southern cities downtown is irrelevant. Instead virtually all business happens on endless suburban strips. There‘s
essentially no downtown at all in Gulfport these days. They‘ve rebuilt some of the tourist strip on Beach Boulevard, but the
real business happens un around Interstate 10.]

We headed south on highway 49 just past I-10 and pulled into the Comfort Inn. The Choice Hotels website says this particular
hotel is still reserved exclusively for relief workers. When I checked availability, though, a room came up and I booked it. There may
still be some relief workers here, but it appeared the bulk of the guests were from the general public. It took the woman at the desk
quite a while to check me in, mostly because she entered each of the scrip cards by hand rather than scanning them like credi t cards
(which the guy in Rochester did). [It‘s both amazing and frustrating how few hotel employees know how to process their own
chain‘s gift cards.] She got the job done, though, and we ended up in a very pleasant room. The place was an older hotel, but it had
been kept up reasonably well. Our room was large and comfortable, with a shower massage, a refrigerator, a microwave, and an
enormous TV. It probably wasn‘t worth the $85 they charged, but supply and demand rule in post-Katrina Mississippi (which lost
thousands of beachside motel rooms in the storm); even the Motel 6 next door was charging $69 a night. [One of the biggest signs
that the tourist industry is back is that prices have plunged throughout the area. You could get a fairly nice room in New
Orleans proper for $85 these days. This particular hotel is now a Quality Inn (a step down on the Choice Hotels totem pole),
and the room we booked would go for $64 this coming Easter.]
There was a Krispy Kreme doughnut shop in the no man‘s land between the Comfort Inn and the Motel 6. Margaret and I
decided to go over there to have a bit of dessert. It was chilly outside (upper 30s), so we put on out jackets even though we were just
crossing the parking lot. We also ordered hot chocolate in addition to the doughnuts, and a warm beverage was good on the nippy
evening.
Back at the hotel I spent much of the night thumbing through the Gulf Coast phone book. I came across some names I
recognized and was pleased that some of the people I knew from college were still living on the Coast. (I might be less thrilled to learn
their exact fate; at least one with whom I exchange Christmas cards had her family of five living in one of those FEMA camps last
December.) Other parts of the phone book provided more clues into what life is like post-Katrina. The public service pages at the front
have always had a hurricane preparedness section, but that has greatly expanded. Now they give detailed instructions on exactly what
people should bring with them when they evacuate (like a thirty day supply of prescription drugs, something no one would have
imagined would be necessary before 2005) and a long section on how to talk to children about hurricanes (kids apparently expect every
hurricane will have the same damage as Katrina, when of course most cause very little damage). The yellow pages are full of
businesses that are proud to have just re-opened or boast their new locations. (Even many churches had to re-locate following the
storm.) There are pages and pages of ads for construction supplies and a whole section for ―hurricane shutters‖. Then there‘s the
lawyers. Instead of going after accidents and workers‘ compensation claims, the lawyers who advertise in south Mississippi boast their
ability to get property insurance settlements. There are still numerous unsettled lawsuits with insurance companies disputing whether
damage was caused by wind or water. (Depending on the policy one will be covered, but not the other.) The problem, of course, is that
damage was caused by both of those factors. That they‘re still sorting that out all these months later is one of the main reasons people
are still in those FEMA trailers. [A lot of people blamed the government for their response to Katrina, but (much as I‘d like to
fault George Bush) the insurance companies are really at least as much to blame.]
We watched the 10:00 news on WWL-TV, the CBS affiliate in New Orleans. There, too, there was no escaping the fact that
Katrina is still a part of everyday life—and that it will continue to be so well into the future. The lead story on the news was about illegal
dumping of storm rubble in the swamps east of New Orleans. Most of the dumped stuff was fairly benign (like student desks from a
flooded school), but some of it constituted toxic waste. It‘s no surprise at all that there would be illegally dumped and potentially
hazardous stuff lurking in the woods of Louisiana (or any of the other southern states for that matter). What brought this to the forefront
was the dramatic increase in dumping as wreckage has been hauled away.
Even the commercials mostly had a hurricane theme. Lots of home improvement centers, furniture stores, and car dealers
promised to ―work together with you as you rebuild and go forward‖, while professional services and utilities pledged their ―solidarity
with you in this special time‖. Other businesses stressed how long they had been in business and promised to remain open well into
the future, and being local (―Louisiana grown; Louisiana proud‖) was featured prominently in almost every commercial.
We read a bit after the news and re-organized the stuff in our luggage. Then we settled into bed and slept much better than
we had the night before.

Saturday, April 7 – Gulfport to New Orleans to Slidell
We were up around 6:45 this morning and quickly showered and packed things up. We had breakfast at the motel, which was
had a minimally better selection than the one in Rochester. I tried one of their do-it-yourself waffles. I‘ve honestly never cared a lot for
waffles (I don‘t think I‘ve ever had one at Waffle House, for instance [actually I have, but only VERY rarely]), but this one was okay.
It would be all I‘d eat for most of the day, too.
We set off east on I-10 and headed east to Ocean Springs, which is across the bay from Biloxi. We drove south to highway 90
and then headed east to Davis Bayou, the mainland section of Gulf Islands National Park. Margaret and I went here on Christmas Day
when we were down on the Coast a few years back, and we were interested in seeing how it had changed.

Honestly, it felt a lot like Christmas this morning. The locals were complaining about record cold, and with temperatures in the
30s it was definitely jacket weather. That was actually kind of pleasant, though, as in summer this area can get unbearably hot and
humid. We parked the car by the old visitor‘s center (now boarded up) and did a bit of hiking. Then we came back and walked down to
the new visitors center (a portable building, with another trailer serving as restrooms). There a young female ranger spoke with us and
invited us to see the three exhibits they had salvaged from the old building.

Dead pine trees tagged for removal at Davis Bayou – Gulf Islands National Park; Ocean Springs, Mississippi
Gulf Islands had suffered a lot of damage from the
storm. The trail we had hiked at Christmas (a boardwalk
that went out over the water) basically no longer exists. (We
had hiked a different trail today.) Besides that and the
damage to the visitor‘s center, the main loss was trees. We
had noticed literally thousands of trees with white tags
bearing numbers while we hiked, and the guide explained
the tags were to quantify the loss for government records.
The park contains mostly live oaks and flash pines. The
oaks survived the storm, but the pines could not take the
salt brought in by the storm surge. Virtually all of them are
dead. Even with that, the losses at Davis Bayou are less
than at other parts of the park. On Ship Island, the park‘s
main recreation area, every single structure except a historic
fort from Civil War times was destroyed and the island was
essentially split in half. [Technically Ship Island was split
Post-Katrina view of Ship Island
in half by Hurricane Camille in 1969. There was a very
(Note the two portions are now fully separated.)
shallow passage between the eastern and western pasts, though, which could be walked at low tide. During Katrina East Ship
Island was entirely submerged for nearly a day and large parts were completely washed away. ―Camille Cut‖ was dredged by

the storm surge so that people can no longer get from the west to the east side without a boat. The tourist facilities on West
Ship Island were rebuilt in 2009.]
We used the restroom and then drove out by the campground (now a FEMA village, one of the nicest in the area) where we
hiked a pleasant little nature trail. We then left the park and had coffee at a nearby McDonalds. The coast at Ocean Springs is mostly
swamp rather than beach, and highway 90 is a little ways inland here. Because of that most of the business here wasn‘t destroyed by
storm surge (which the swamp absorbed). They suffered wind damage, but for the most part the structures are still standing and
everything is still open for business.
We headed back to I-10 and drove west to the next to last exit in Mississippi, which leads down to Waveland and Bay St.
Louis. Katrina made landfall just west of here, essentially at the Louisiana/Mississippi state line, and I was expecting this area to be the
most damaged we would see. It turned out that wasn‘t the case, though. Waveland and ―BSL‖ were indeed almost totally leveled, but
what we saw 19 months after Katrina was some of the most intense reconstruction you could imagine. It‘s like a whole brand new
community has sprung up. The welcome sign in Bay St. Louis notes that the community was first settled by white men in 1699 and that
it was re-established in 2005. There‘s a similar sign hailing Waveland‘s rebirth.
Almost all the homes in this area are being built on stilts. Apparently there are government regulations that require how much
homes must be elevated if people want to rebuild in the coastal area. In Waveland floor level appears to be from five to ten feet off the
ground. The stilts are concrete piers located in each corner of the house and halfway along longer walls. Those that are completed
have long staircases leading up to their front doors. Most aren‘t quite done yet, and a trailer still sits in the yard in front of the
construction project.
These homes (locally called ―Katrina cottages‖) are very small. Most are not much larger than my apartment, and some are
quite a bit smaller. Margaret suggested people were hurriedly erecting some sort of permanent home and that they‘d likely build on as
they could afford to. That‘s probably a good bet, particularly since I know that most of the insurance settlements went directly to
mortgage companies—leaving lots of people with nothing but empty land that they owned free and clear.
While the homes aren‘t completely done, the business is definitely back in Waveland and BSL. The main business I
remembered from that area was a K-Mart that I went to on several occasions. While K-Mart has closed stores across the country,
they‘re back in Waveland with a vengeance. They replaced their pole building (which was almost certainly completely leveled) with a
brand new concrete building. Right next door are a Home Depot and a Lowe‘s that‘ are both doing tons of business. There‘s also fast
food, convenience stores, supermarkets, and every other kind of business lining highway 90 through the area. Some have their new
buildings done, while others are temporarily operating out of trailers; but everyone is open for business. Like K-Mart almost all the new
businesses are in better buildings than they used to be. They aren‘t elevated (which would be next to impossible to do with a building
the size of a commercial structure), so they‘d still be prone to flood damage, but they are reinforced against the worst wind storms. [A
very small number of businesses, such as the Sharkhead gift shop I mentioned earlier, have elevated as they re-built. Some
others have put non-essential space (like hotel lobbies) on the ground floor. It‘s probably a trade-off between the cost of
insurance and the cost of construction just how the re-building will be done.]
We drove right down to the old BSL bridge, and I snapped a couple pictures of the damage. They have a ferry running across
the bay at the moment while they build a new five-mile span. We checked out the area and then headed back up to I-10.
We drove west into Louisiana and then
headed up I-59 toward Hattiesburg. This is
essentially the route the hurricane took
when it went inland. Southwest Mississippi
is called the Pine Belt, and the interstate

―Beyond Katrina‖ internet banner
basically makes a big tunnel through the woods. [EVERY interstate in Dixie is a tunnel though the woods, but that feature is even
more pronounced along I-59.] The Hattiesburg American reported that before rescuers could get down the interstate, they had to
clear out twelve feet of tree branches had piled up in the roadway. They were, of course, cleared away by now, but the forest did look
notably thinner.
We drove up to Picayune, the first town in Mississippi. I stopped in Picayune for food or gas many times when I‘d head down
to New Orleans from Hattiesburg, so the place is pretty familiar to me. They had a lot of wind damage here, and today the place has
the damage and reconstruction you might see if a tornado went through up north. Otherwise Picayune is unchanged, though.
Right at the Louisiana/Mississippi border is an exit called ―Pearl River Turnaround‖. It‘s basically an exit to nowhere right at
the state line, and when I was in college I wondered why they bothered to build it. After Katrina, the exit made sense. It‘s part of the
―contraflow‖ operation they use for hurricane evacuation. In contraflow they close off the interstate to southbound traffic and run all four
lanes northbound. They can end contraflow either at the state line (which is the point of the turnaround) or at U.S. 98 in Hattiesburg
(which is apparently what they did during Katrina). There are similar set-ups on I-10 running both directions from New Orleans, on U.S.
49 heading north from Gulfport, and on I-55 north of Mobile. They‘ve only used contraflow a couple of times, but it‘s likely to become
more important as part of the re-development plans. You may remember that one of the problems they had during Hurricane Rita was
that Texas didn‘t have a similar plan leading out of Galveston and Houston.

We stopped at the Louisiana welcome center on I-59, mostly for the purpose of using the bathroom. For that purpose, the
welcome center really wasn‘t the best choice. They had the kind of toilet I‘d imagine they have in prisons, bare metal basins with no
seats on them. Fortunately my need was for #1, but Margaret tells me the women‘s room was the same—which wouldn‘t work well for
any need the ladies might have had.
While the bathrooms were bad, the welcome center itself had lots of helpful brochures and information. It also had far too
many employees (or perhaps volunteers), and they all seemed to feel a need to justify their being there by being overly welcoming and
helpful. It was as if there were a competition for which old lady could get the most visitors to sign their name and write their zip codes in
her book. Old lady #1 (the one on the left) won that honor for us, simply because her desk was closest to the men‘s room. W e signed
in, picked up a bunch of brochures, and were on our way again shortly.
We drove southward to Slidell, the largest of the suburbs on the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain. When I was in college
and drove down I-59, Slidell was essentially the start of New Orleans. Slidell is located at the mouth of the lake, right where it meets
the gulf. The town is pretty much entirely surrounded by water, so it‘s no surprise that just about everything was flooded b y Katrina. In
terms of damage per capita, it was one of the worst-hit communities in the area. Like Waveland and Bay St. Louis, though, Slidell was
quick to repair and rebuild. While much of the place looks like a construction zone, a lot of it looks completely normal.
Just west of Slidell are the I-10 Twin Spans, a
seven-mile bridge across the mouth of the lake. When I‘d
go down to New Orleans in grad school, this was always the
prettiest part of the drive. The eastbound bridge survived
Katrina with only minor damage, but the older westbound
bridge succumbed to storm surge from the lake and was
ripped apart in several places. I-10 is such a critical link in
the area that literally the day after Katrina passed, they
began working on repairs. They finished a temporary patch
less than a month after the flood water was drained out of
New Orleans. There‘s technically a 45 mph speed limit
westbound, as opposed to 60 mph eastbound. No one
seems to obey either limit, though, and cars sailed by doing
more than 70 as we headed west. The temporary bridge
has narrow lanes and no shoulder, and it‘s honestly a rather
scary affair. This definitely wasn‘t the relaxing scenic drive
I‘d remembered from college, but we did make it across
safely.

Website view of the MUCH higher new Twin Spans
bridge under construction
Website view of post-Katrina damage to the I-10 Twin Spans
There‘s a swamp area just west of the Twin Spans
near Slidell, Louisiana
that always has looked scrubby and still does. This is
probably where they‘re doing that illegal dumping we heard about on the news. In the middle of this area are two other exits to
nowhere that are closed. People who hadn‘t been here before might think that‘s due to Katrina, but in fact they‘ve been closed for at
least seventeen years.
The west end of the swamp is a place called Chalmette, the last suburb before you get to New Orleans. The most noteworthy
thing here didn‘t even exist when I was in grad school—and it doesn‘t exist today, either. That noteworthy thing is Six Flags on the
Bayou, an enormous amusement park built in the middle of the swamp. The park looks like it should be a historic ruin. Looming over
its east end is an enormous LED sign with Coca-Cola advertising at the bottom. That sign could probably withstand the apocalypse.
(Some would say it already has.) Also seemingly undamaged is an enormous roller coaster that stands rusting at the west end.
Everything else is just overgrown rubble.

ABOVE, BELOW, AND RIGHT: Abandoned Six Flags
park – Chalmette, Louisiana

[While doing this revision, I searched for
pictures of the Six Flags park near New Orleans. The
search yielded literally thousands of results. The amusement park is a particularly popular subject for ―arty‖ photographers,
who want to portray a post-apocalyptic scene. As of 2013 the park is still abandoned. Six Flags has no plan to re-open it
under their name, and they‘ve repeatedly attempted to sell off the land. The latest development proposal is to build an outlet
mall there. That‘s been proposed since 2011, but it has yet to come to fruition.]
Just beyond Chalmette you cross a canal and enter Orleans Parish, otherwise known as the City of New Orleans. The area
near Chalmette is known as New Orleans East. I remembered this area as a vast sprawl of cheaply built ranch homes, strip malls, and
warehouses that looked a lot like Moline. You‘ll note the past tense in that previous sentence. That‘s because New Orleans East was
just about the single most heavily damaged area of the city. Even just casually looking out the window from the interstate we couldn‘t
help but notice that the area wasn‘t anywhere close to normal. We passed strip mall after strip mall after strip mall with absolutely
nothing open. There was a closed-up Wal-Mart, something that‘s a familiar site up north. The difference, though, is that this one hadn‘t
relocated and become ―super‖. I couldn‘t count the number of abandoned factories, warehouses, and even churches. The sea of
empty parking lots is just unending.

Until quite recently New Orleans East was part of what they called ―the dead zone‖, an area encompassing almost half of the
city that was virtually uninhabited and some said uninhabitable. That is starting to gradually change, though. New Orleans has an
advantage over the places further east in that its damage was almost all due to standing water floods. Most of the structures are still
there; they just need a lot of repair work. There are a few businesses that have re-opened in New Orleans East. We saw a Home
Depot, a Walgreen‘s, a couple of fast food places, one gas station, several liquor stores, and an adult video parlor. Housing is starting
to come back, too. They‘ve built a fairly large new public housing complex just north of the interstate in New Orleans East, and we saw
a couple of other brand new apartment complexes. Some (maybe 20%) of the single family homes have FEMA trailers parked out
front, a sign that they will eventually be rebuilt.
[New Orleans East still isn‘t really normal even today, seven and a half years after the storm. It does continue to
gradually fill in, though. Housing has been rebuilt to maybe fifty percent of the pre-Katrina amount. The area has also
become a major site for cheap motels and tourist-oriented restaurants.]
We continued on to the city center and turned off onto U.S. 90, which here is called the Westbank Expressway. This was the
elevated highway you saw people evacuating to as they escaped the flood waters. We went past the gleaming white Superdome and
then exited onto historic St. Charles Avenue. When I‘ve been in New Orleans before I mostly took the streetcar down St. Charles. That
wasn‘t an option this time. The trolley poles were blown down by Katrina, and flooding caused damage to the tracks. They‘re rebuilding the entire line, and so far they‘ve just got the part in the downtown area done. The rest is expected to be up and running
sometime late this fall.
Even when it does re-open in full, it‘s not likely the St. Charles line will offer the level of service it had before the hurricane.
That‘s because the cars themselves are spread very thin. There are two other streetcar lines in the city, and the cars for both of those
were stored in flooded areas and were damaged beyond repair. New Orleans got special permission from the government to redistribute the St. Charles cars (which are not handicap equipped) to the other lines. Service is very infrequent on all the lines today,
and it is likely to remain so for years—until they can afford to buy ―new‖ old cars that have been abandoned by other cities.
[The streetcar is largely back. They managed to repair some of those ―damaged beyond repair‖ cars, and they
bought a few more that were castoffs from other cities. They‘ve concentrated the cars on the commuter routes (St. Charles
and Canal Street, while providing only very minimal service on the tourist-oriented Riverfront line.]

Hurricane evacuation sign and empty streetcar tracks on an otherwise normal St. Charles Avenue – New Orleans

You may have heard news reports saying that the tourist part of New Orleans is largely unchanged. Surprisingly, that‘s pretty
much true. The biggest difference I noticed was serious potholes and rough surfaces in a lot of the streets. Much of the tourist area
(like the entire French Quarter) was not flooded at all [a fact a lot of people up north never realized], and brick and stone buildings
that had already made it through 250 years worth of hurricanes found nothing particularly unusual in this one. St. Charles was flooded,
though not to high depths. It‘s also an extremely wealthy area with the means to recover quickly. As we drove down the grand
boulevard, our sense was that things looked just a bit seedier than before. That could as easily have been due to the time of the year
as to flood damage, though. [St. Charles has been fully restored and is, if anything, even more elegant than it was before
Katrina.]
One difference on St. Charles is prominent hurricane evacuation signs. Like pretty much every multi-lane street, St. Charles is
a designated evacuation route. Signs everywhere in New Orleans clearly point the way out of town. People may still choose not to
evacuate or not have the ability to get out of town, but no one can say they don‘t know where to go.
We headed out to Loyola University (where I‘d twice been for national quiz bowl tournaments) and on to Tulane. The
manicured campuses look exactly as they always did, perhaps even greener from all that excess water. We turned on Broadway and
made our way down to Magazine Street. Just east of there is one of my favorite places in New Orleans, the Audubon Zoo. I‘d thought
about the zoo after the hurricane, particularly when I saw animals from there that had been temporarily ―loaned‖ to zoos I‘d been to in
Omaha and Nashville. I‘d heard they mostly came through the storm all right, but obviously not everything was normal, or they wouldn‘t
have sent any of their animals away.
There was unusually much parking available at the zoo for a weekend, and once we were inside the crowd was fairly thin and
almost entirely made up of local people. Besides that, though, things were pretty much normal. When Katrina hit several of the zoo‘s
staff members stayed in the solidly built reptile house. The zoo grounds are right on the banks of the Mississippi, which surprisingly is
one of the highest areas of the city—just about the only part that‘s not below sea level. They had a lot of ―botanical damage‖ (downed
trees and the like), but not much else. Only a couple of their thousands of animals died. Since the hurricane their biggest challenges
have been financial. They‘re in a Catch 22 situation. With reduced attendance, they don‘t have the money to hire a full-time staff; but
without a full-time staff, they can only operate at limited hours, which in turn reduces attendance.
It was still a bit chilly as we went around the zoo, but that actually made for a lovely visit. I‘ve been there several occasions
when the place was unbearably hot or when it was overrun with insects. Today was very pleasant by comparison. The cool weather
also meant more of the animals were outside, and with smaller crowds we could see things better.
We saw pretty much everything there was to see at the zoo (the reptile house being the major exception) and spent some time
going through their two gift shops. I bought a few things, most notably a couple jars of Tabasco chili mix (not their hot sauce, but premade chili you can mix with beans and/or meat). I realized just after I bought it that this was a stupid purchase to make these days.
Chili is, after all, a liquid, and this would force me to check the bag I had brought as a carry-on for the trip down—slowing things down
considerably at the airport.
When we finished at the zoo, we did something I‘d never done before. We drove down Magazine Street. This is one of those
areas that all the travel books say you‘re supposed to see. Having seen the place once, though, I can‘t say I have any burning desire to
rush back. Magazine is basically a collection of old shotgun houses (long, narrow rowhouses) that now house businesses that are best
described as ―funky‖. These include places like Buddha‘s Belly, an establishment that combines a laundromat with a bar and has a
décor to fit its name—only in New Orleans.
Before long we reached the warehouse district, that next-to-downtown area every city has that is trying its hardest to gentrify.
In New Orleans one of the main establishments bringing gentrification to the warehouse district is the National World War II Museum.
This place opened about ten years ago under the name ―D-Day Museum‖, and it‘s expanded at least twice since its start [and yet
again since this visit]. It‘s another thing I‘d never seen, and I was glad to get a chance to check it out.
At first we thought the museum would be disappointing. That‘s because what we thought was the entire thing was actually
their special exhibits building. Strangely that building is also where the main entrance is located. Among the special exhibits were a
DC-3 fighter plane hanging from the ceiling (with an AV display on how they got the thing there) and a rather encyclopedic displ ay on a
New Orleans company that built the landing boats that were used to ferry soldiers from ships to beaches in during the war, so they
could get to land without having to go into a port. We made our way through that stuff fairly quickly. They were interesting, but they
wouldn‘t have made much of a museum on their own.
The main museum is enormous and fascinating. They begin with an exploration of the origins of the war and then go through
the beginnings of war in Europe and Manchuria. Then there‘s a full treatment of Pearl Harbor and the United States‘ decision to enter
the war. They describe what life was like during the war—both for those on the battle fronts and for people back home. It was
interesting to contrast this section with what we had seen in Britain a couple years ago.
The single largest part of the museum is devoted to D-Day, which makes sense given its former name. [The reason a D-Day
museum was located here is that the landing craft used in the Normandy invasion were built in New Orleans.] For me this part
was almost excruciatingly detailed and frankly the most boring part of the place. War buffs would probably love it, though. I was glad to
get past that and on to the liberation of Europe and the fall of Berlin.

The War in the Pacific was more interesting to Margaret and me, mostly because our father fought there. They treat each of
the islands separately and explain that each one had its own D-Day, with an invasion plan similar to what went down in France. I must
confess there were many island battles I‘d never heard of, but it was interesting to see how they all fit together.
They had a display on the bombing of Japan that showed what percentage of various Japanese cities was destroyed. Beside
each Japanese city they listed an American city of comparable size to give an idea of just how many people were affected. The city of
Kobe happened to be paired with New Orleans, which made me remember the earthquake they had in Kobe a few years back. Visiting
New Orleans after its disaster made me wonder what Kobe was like after the quake.
The museum was about to close as we reached
the end of the pacific part. This is one of the few
museums I‘ve visited where I could have used more
time. I enjoy museums, but I tend to go through them
rather quickly. Here I actually felt rushed. Limited hours
are part of the ―new normal‖ in New Orleans [a phrase
we encountered a lot on this trip], though (mostly due
to a desperate shortage of workers), so we had to finish
looking at the exhibits, give the gift shop a quick onceover, and get on our way.
We ran into those limited hours again at our
next stop. After strolling down Poydras Street in the
Central Business District (the ―new downtown‖ as
opposed to the Vieux Carré or French Quarter), we
stopped in at the Riverwalk. This tourist-oriented mall is
located in a remnant of the world‘s fair New Orleans
hosted back in the early ‗80s. The mall used to be open
until 11pm, but now it closes up at 6:00.
… Not that there‘s all that much to close.
Riverwalk has never really been much of a mall. It‘s
more a collection of gift shops—the same stuff they have
in the French Quarter, but under an enclosed roof. You
―Hurricane Free Zone‖ sign on Poydras Street
can buy T-shirts, mugs, pralines, cookbooks, plastic alligators, Tabasco boxer shorts, voodoo dolls, Saints jerseys, and Mardi Gras
masks. You can‘t buy a lot of real merchandise, though, and that‘s a real problem with tourism lagging. The place is definitely
struggling to survive. They‘ve got lots of empty stores. They try hard to hide that fact by placing artwork in the empty spots, but
probably half of the leasable space is available. Even at the stores that are open, the clerks just seem to sit there bored waiting for
people to come in. It reminded me of the Old Capitol Center in Iowa City, which used to be a thriving mall but now has virtu ally nothing
there. [Each time I‘ve returned to Riverwalk after this trip, it‘s been livelier and livelier. Today it‘s pretty much back to
normal.]
We had chicory coffee and beignets (square French doughnuts
buried in powdered sugar) at the Riverwalk outlet of Café du Monde. We
also each picked up souvenir mugs. I got a green travel and white travel
mug which is probably standard equipment for commuters around New
Orleans. Margaret got a stoneware mug that commemorates the
hurricane with the message ―Katrina couldn‘t blow the sugar off our
beignets‖. My other purchase at Riverwalk was a Saints T-shirt. I figured
since the Superdome was what started this trip it was an appropriate
souvenir.
We tried to have dinner at Riverwalk, but pretty much every
restaurant was closed—some for the night, others permanently. Even
one place that seemed open (a cheesesteak stand) had an employee who
told us they were closed, even though it wasn‘t 6:00 yet. So we went
back to our parking space by the World War II Museum and made our
way out of town.
We drove back east on I-10, past the devastation of New
Orleans East and Chalmette and on across the Twin Span bridge. Just
across the bridge (about twenty-five miles east of downtown New
Orleans) we exited at Oak Harbor Boulevard in Slidell. This is a mostly
residential area with extremely expensive homes, each of which has its
The mug Margaret bought
own private dock on the lake. Mixed in with the pretentious homes were a
(from the Café du Monde website)
convenience store, a Waffle House just slightly older than those brand
new ones on the Coast, and our home for the night, the modest but attractively built Sleep Inn—Slidell.

The Sleep Inn predates Katrina, but only slightly. I wonder if it might not have suffered some damage in the hurricane, too.
While our upstairs room was fine (except for an awkward door lock and a bathroom light that didn‘t work), all the public areas of the
hotel had a decidedly musty smell that could well be leftover from flooding. I can‘t imagine a place so close to the water didn‘t get some
water damage.
The check-in process tonight was extremely slow. The college age girl who worked as the night manager was perfectly willing
to take my scrip cards, but her computer wasn‘t able to register them correctly. She ended up calling a processing center on her own
cell phone (because their office phone wasn‘t working), manually entering the numbers for each of eight different cards, waiting for a
verification, and then entering the verification number into her computer. It took forever, but thank goodness she was pleasant about it.
[This would go somewhat more efficiently more today, simply because there would be fewer cards to process. At the time the
only scrip cards that Choice Hotels sold were in a $25 denomination. Today they routinely sell $100 cards, and you can also
add value to have as much as $1000 on a single card.]
Since Waffle House was the only dining option in the immediate area, we had another dinner there. This time I had ham and
eggs, while Margaret had a hamburger. There‘s always a bit of free entertainment when you eat at Waffle House, but tonight there was
more than usual. We were the only customers there when we entered, but the employees (two waitresses, a cook, and a dishwasher)
were all flustered because a large to-go order had been phoned in, and they were having trouble getting everything together. The cook
had burnt an order of bacon before discovering the grill was set to the wrong temperature, and the employees argued with each other
as to whether they should serve it or not. (The person making the order had apparently requested ―crispy‖ bacon, but this was definitely
beyond that; in the end they threw it out.) When the guy who placed the order arrived, there was a long discussion because he didn‘t
want the grits that automatically came with his order. The waitress couldn‘t understand why he wouldn‘t want something that was free.
She even offered to give him a free soft drink instead of the grits so he‘d have his ―lagniappe‖ (LAN-yap or ―little something extra‖—an
essential New Orleans business concept). [Mind you, no one actually says ―lagniappe‖ in ordinary speech, but the word
appears in print advertising all the time.] Watching all this was interesting, but it certainly slowed down service. It took forever for us
to get our check.
Back at the hotel we called Paul and had a pleasant visit even though the cell service kept cutting in and out. We then read
through the area newspapers. One of the big stories in the Times-Picayune was about cars that had been abandoned at New Orleans
International Airport during the hurricane and were still sitting there unclaimed after accumulating almost $9,000 each in parking fees.
Apparently none of the owners could be located, so the cars just continued to sit there in the airport ramp.
We had a leisurely, but enjoyable evening and turned in for bed fairly early.

Sunday, April 8 – Greater New Orleans and the Coast
We were up at 6:30 this morning and quickly showered and dressed. This hotel‘s breakfast was the most minimal yet, not
much more than frozen muffins. [Sleep Inn has since upgraded their breakfast nationwide. They‘re now required to offer
waffles plus some other hot item. Often that‘s biscuits and gravy (which I don‘t much care for), but it can also be bacon and
eggs or mini omelets.] Since there wasn‘t much to keep us in Slidell, we headed back west. This was a rainy Easter morning, but
even so we had an easy drive into the city.
Today we exited at Canal Street, right in the heart
of the city. From the freeway the buildings around this exit
looked fairly normal, but almost the second we exited we
entered devastation. Right next to the exit ramp was a
building that had once been either a motel or an apartment
building. Today it was boarded up and nearly falling down.
Almost every other building in the immediate vicinity was in
similar shape.
We turned onto Canal Street, the main
business strip in the city proper.
There‘s not much
business happening on this part of Canal these days,
though. The area by the interstate was struggling even
before the hurricane, and Katrina was pretty much its death
sentence.
[I‘ve returned to New Orleans three times since,
and each time the place has looked better than the last.
Canal Street today is definitely back. If anything, the
mix of businesses is better than it was before the
hurricane, with some marginal businesses having been

Grim news photo of flooding under Interstate 10
in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina

replaced by more upscale stores. Many buildings on the fringe of downtown by I-10 have been torn down and replaced.
North of the interstate there‘s been a lot of gentrification as wealthy newcomers replace the former residents.
As we made our
way down toward the river
Canal Street looked more
and more like its old self. A
few businesses were still
closed, but most were
open. They‘re restoring the
sidewalks with new tile
walkways and decorative
palm trees. The area is still
very
much
under
construction,
but
it‘s
definitely on its way back.
We
parked
at
Canal Place, right behind
the
Aquarium
of
the
Americas on the border
between the old and new
downtowns. I got out an
umbrella I‘d packed (a
Decatur Street in the French Quarter, looking much as it always has.
giveaway at one of the baseball games I was at last summer) and we walked quickly through the cold, dripping weather. We made out
way down Decatur Street to the French Market where we stopped at the original location of Café du Monde. The whole patio area was
closed off, so for the first time in my mind I went into the original dining room of the Jackson Square institution. [That was incredibly
strange and rather disappointing. The patio at Café du Monde is entirely covered by an enormous awning, so it‘s protected
from the elements. Like the rest of the landmark eatery, it‘s always open around the clock. To see it closed was a sign that
something was terribly wrong. Fortunately, when I‘d go back on a later trip, the café would be back to its old self.] Since the
Sleep Inn‘s breakfast was disappointing at best, we again had beignets and chicory coffee, this time in the standard stoneware cups
they always use in their French Quarter location.
After breakfasting we made our way back to Toulouse Street, at the upriver end of the Jackson Brewery mall. JAX is also
missing a lot of business from its pre-Katrina days, but it appears to be doing better than Riverwalk. [Interestingly, business would
fully return to Riverwalk before it did to Jackson Brewery.] We went past the mall and on to a little fake lighthouse built on the
levee at the foot of Toulouse Street by the river. We had arranged to take a tour, and we needed to come to the Gray Line office here
to check in. We had to wait a while, because the only employee was apparently answering the phone in another room from where the
ticket window was located. Eventually we got checked in, though.
The woman who checked us in was surprised to hear we were staying in Slidell. She had apparently lived there in the past
and commented, ―It‘s a great place to raise the kids. There was nothing going on when I lived there, and there‘s still nothing going on.‖
Slidell is basically a small town that has grown into a suburb, and for the most part it‘s a positive thing that not much ever happens
there. New Orleans, on the other hand, often has far too much going on—and far too many ways for those kids she spoke of raising to
get into trouble.
Once she checked us in, the Gray Line lady commanded us, ―Y‘all go inside and warm yourselves up.‖ It was in the upper
‗30s, pleasant jacket weather had it not been raining, but by the standards of Louisiana it was frostbite weather. Apparently there had
been snowflakes in the air on the north shore of the lake yesterday, the first time in decades anyone down here had seen the wh ite
stuff. I‘d have definitely traded with them a month ago when we had far more snow than anyone would care to see in a winter.
The woman had told us that the food court at Jackson Brewery was open for breakfast. That wasn‘t entirely true. The mall‘s
doors were open, and we could take the elevator up to the food court. However most of the stands there appeared permanently closed,
and only a single place—a fried chicken outlet—was open for breakfast. We used the restroom and bummed around a bit, and by the
time the bus had shown up for our tour it had stopped raining.
The tour we had booked was called ―Hurricane Katrina: America‘s Greatest Catastrophe‖. It was established by Gray Line in
January 2006, just as people were starting to rebuild in New Orleans. At the time it was very controversial, with many critics claiming
that all the tour company was doing was profiting from the misery of others while providing the tourism equivalent of gawking at a traffic
accident. Over time the tour has gained respectability. Residents who are rebuilding have said over and over that they‘d far prefer that
tourists come by in one big group on a bus than snooping around in dozens of separate cars. Local officials have said that the tour was
one of the best ways of truly educating people about New Orleans as well as a way of employing people and opening up the tourist
industry. Gray Line has also won over support from former critics by donating 10% of the price of each $35 ticket to Habitat for
Humanity, a charity that helps local residents build and buy affordable homes. After reading numerous reviews of the Katrina tour, I
decided it was something we should do. I‘m very glad we did. [It‘s interesting that Gray Line still offers this tour in 2013. It now

costs $48, and they make no mention of any part of the price being donated. Other companies also offer similar tours today,
at comparable prices. Reading reviews (which are mixed, but still mostly positive), it appears there‘s a lot less to see than
there was six years ago. That‘s really a good thing, of course. To keep the tour viable they‘ve expanded it to cover more
surrounding area outside the city (which were slower to recover), and they also show the different ways in which different
neighborhoods have come back.]
For the tour about fifteen tourists boarded a minibus that could have held up to about twenty-five. Our guide was a twentysomething man named Brad with shaggy fake blond hair who frequently spoke of a ―roommate‖ who was almost certainly his same-sex
partner. It was interesting that we had this particular guide, because the Lonely Planet guidebook I had brought along mentioned him
specifically in their glowing write-up of the Katrina tour. Brad was a life-long New Orleanian who lived on the Esplanade (ESS-plun-aid),
a well-known avenue that marks the far end of the French Quarter. (He complained that the military police who have been assisting
with keeping the peace in the city disturb his roommate and him by jogging down the middle of the boulevard early in the morn ing.)
Brad had stayed in his home (which, like the everything else along the riverbank, did not flood) during and immediately after the storm.
His parents who live in suburban Jefferson Parish came to join him during Katrina because his home was less prone to flooding than
theirs. When it became clear that electricity and water would be out for quite some time, they evacuated by driving over the Greater
New Orleans Bridge to the west bank of the Mississippi—the only route out of town that wasn‘t under water. Brad returned fairly soon
and has lived through every phase of the Crescent City‘s rebirth. That personal experience, combined with good communication skills,
made him an outstanding guide for this tour.
Brad packed the three-hour tour with endless information. He anticipated everyone‘s questions and answered most of them
before they were asked. Above all he was concerned with explaining why—why people settled in this area to begin with, why the
levees broke, why there were people (like him) who didn‘t evacuate when they were told to, why the tourist areas didn‘t flood when
most of the city did, and why it‘s important to rebuild the city rather than abandoning it. Before I go into the details of the tour, I‘ll try to
explain those ―whys‖. Most of them I already knew, but a lot of people don‘t.
French explorers originally built New Orleans on the natural levees on the banks of the Mississippi, as close to the great river‘s
mouth as it was practical to build a city. The original site of New Orleans isn‘t below sea level and isn‘t a swamp. In fact, the river bank
around New Orleans is just about the only place in southern Louisiana that isn‘t natural swamp, so it made sense to build a city there.
The city remained just along the natural levee (in and near today‘s French Quarter) throughout its days under French and Spanish
control. After the Louisiana Purchase, though, it the port city rapidly expanded into the largest and most important city in the South. All
t

London Avenue Drainage Canal with typical concrete levees. Rock base area has been repaired post-Katrina.
he new people who worked in New Orleans‘ port and factories needed somewhere to live, and the only nearby land that wasn‘t
developed was the low-level bowl of swampland between the Mississippi and Lake Pontchartrain. They drained the swamp and then

built canals through the area to carry away water that accumulated in the below sea level bowl. New Orleans today has three times the
canals of Venice—some for navigation, but most for drainage.
Brad made a point of telling us that New Orleans is far from the only major city in the world that has the bulk of its land below
sea level. In addition to Venice, he mentioned Rotterdam and Delft and noted that the Dutch have been much better at working to
prevent flood-related disasters than we have been in America. Holland is protected by a vast network of sea walls. The barters are
redundant, so there would have to be multiple failures in the Netherlands before a storm surge could affect a populated area.
New Orleans, on the other hand, is protected by a single network of levees. The levees along the river and the lake are
enormous earthen barriers that didn‘t come anywhere close to failing during Katrina [though in a few places in the suburbs the lake
levees were over-topped]. Unfortunately the levees on those drainage canals are the weak link in the network. The canals are
lined with thin concrete barriers (literally thinner than the sound barriers along the interstate) that are stuck in a base that is basically
landfill. When the storm surge pushed into Lake Pontchartrain it rushed up into the canals and put enormous pressure on those very
weak levees. In most cases the concrete technically held, but the landfill base rapidly eroded and sent water rushing into t he bowl.
Pretty much everyone knew this was a disaster waiting to happen, and on several occasions there had been attempts to prevent it.
Most recently under the Clinton administration hundreds of millions of dollars were allocated to strengthen the canal levees in New
Orleans. Unfortunately that money was diverted elsewhere when Bush took office. Given that the Bush administration has already
spent billions of dollars on Katrina aid (and the final bill is likely to be several hundred billion), I‘m sure today they regret not spending
those millions on the levees. Pretty much all the flooding in New Orleans can be attributed to the failure of eight different levees on the
canals. In Louisiana as a whole there were thirty levees that failed, none of them on major bodies of water. [Because most of the
damage was a failure of the levees, many insurance companies decided that policies that specifically protected against
―hurricanes‖ should not pay for damaged from what they called a man-made catastrophe. In most cases, when people still
haven‘t returned to the area, it‘s because they weren‘t able to claim any insurance money to rebuild.]
As to why most the tourist areas remained intact while other areas flooded, there certainly wasn‘t any sinister plot as some
have suggested. It‘s really simple geography. Water always finds the lowest point, and the tourist areas in New Orleans are on
comparatively high ground. I had a hard time explaining this to one of our secretaries at school, who couldn‘t believe that Café du
Monde in the French Quarter could possibly be open today. She had relatives who lived through the Red River flood in North Dakota,
and she assumed that the New Orleans flood was similar—a river overtopping its banks and spilling out around. The water in New
Orleans didn‘t come from the river, though; it came from Lake Pontchartrain and spilled into the bowl via the canals. Since the tourist
area is on the far side of that bowl, it was understandably high and dry.
Brad suggested several reasons why it was important to rebuild New Orleans and why it‘s important that the burden of
rebuilding be shared by all Americans. Besides its historic importance and touristic value, New Orleans remains extremely important to
the American economy. The oil industry is the single largest business in Louisiana, and we all found out after Katrina just what
happens to gas prices when refineries are shut down. [Ever since then the oil companies seem to be randomly shutting down
refineries even without disasters, just to send prices up.] New Orleans is also one of the world‘s largest ports. Most foodstuffs
(coffee and fruit in particular) that are imported to America come through New Orleans, and when Midwest grain is exported overseas it
goes by barge down the Mississippi [though in 2013 that is likely to be less true, since river traffic may be closed because of low
water levels related to the Midwest drought]. People are needed to man the ports and the refineries, and they need somewhere to
live. If we don‘t rebuild New Orleans, we‘ll end up spending more to relocate all these industries somewhere else.
In addition to the economic reasons, Brad said something that some on the tour seemed to scoff at, but that I think is the best
reason of all. Helping New Orleans to rebuild is simply the right thing to do. If a similar disaster happened in New York (which is a lot
more vulnerable to hurricanes than most people think), there would be no question that we‘d all chip in to help out. It shouldn‘t make
any difference that this particular disaster happened in a more obscure part of the country, in an area with a lot more dark-skinned
people. The people of the Gulf Coast are Americans, and we as Americans have a duty to help them recover. It‘s amazing how many
―moral‖ people don‘t want to do the right thing, though.
[There is a surprisingly large group of conservatives today that really don‘t seem to think ―doing the right thing‖ is
the right thing to do. A lot of Republicans still gripe about Katrina, and when Hurricane Sandy did hit New York this past year,
most of the ―Tea Party‖ people in the House refused to vote for aid to its victims. I‘d think disaster relief would fall under the
Constitutional directives to ―provide for the common defense‖ and ―promote the general welfare‖, but a lot of conservatives
these days seem just want it to be every man for himself.]
It was clear from the guide‘s expression that one of the most common questions he gets is why people didn‘t get out of town
when there was a theoretically ―mandatory‖ evacuation order. The first answer to that question is that most people did evacuate. More
than 80% of the 400,000 people in the city left before Katrina hit—we just never hear about them. So why didn‘t everybody else? Many
of them literally couldn‘t. New Orleans has the third highest percentage of households without cars in America; only New York and San
Francisco have more carless people. Since no provision had been made for any sort of emergency public transportation, those without
cars had little choice but to stay. (The Mississippi Coast, on the other hand, is very car dependent. That‘s why even though the
damage was actually greater there, a higher percentage of people could get away and fewer were killed.) Others stayed because they
had to care for infirm relatives or because they didn‘t want to abandon their pets. [I‘ve never understood people‘s attachment to
pets, but apparently that was a deciding factor for a lot of people during Hurricane Sandy as well.] Still others were scared of
abandoning their homes to potential looting in this very crime-ridden [and poorly policed] city.

For a lot of people, including Brad himself, the reason they didn‘t evacuate basically boils down to ―boy who cried wolf
syndrome‖. Numerous times before they had found themselves stuck in stand-still traffic trying to evacuate for hurricanes that in the
end didn‘t come anywhere close to the city. After all those previous false alarms, they had no reason to think Katrina would be anything
different. I mentioned that to one of my co-workers at Iowa Lakes, and she agreed that we all do that with whatever weather
phenomena we face wherever we live. In the Midwest we rarely pay much attention to tornado or blizzard watches because we‘ve
seen far too many of them never materialize. Even when we can see a storm on radar, we‘re more tempted to just watch the weather
channel than to take any real precautions. Whenever I hear people criticize the New Orleanians who didn‘t evacuate, I wonder if
they‘re familiar with that Bible passage ―let he who is without sin cast the first stone‖.
All those ―whys‖ filled the time between the different sites we saw. Our tour started out by heading up Canal Street, the
enormous boulevard that separates the French Quarter from the modern Central Business District. There was once an actual canal in
the ―neutral ground‖ or median between the sides of the street. It was replaced by those much larger drainage canals with the levees
that broke, and today streetcars run where the water once flowed. The part of Canal Street that runs through downtown didn‘t flood, but
the businesses there were seriously affected by looting. Brad acknowledged that while some of the looting was for food, diapers, and
other supplies that might go to support a family, a large part of it involved liquor, electronics, and athletic shoes. Brad noted that New
Orleans has all types of people—good and bad—and he challenged us to name any American city where people put under similar
circumstances would react any differently. [It appears there was significantly less looting in the wake of Hurricane Sandy—
though definitely not none. The lower rate is probably due more to New York‘s superior police force and to a quicker
response by the government than to who happened to live there.]
Along Canal Street are several luxury hotels where wealthy New Orleanians (including the mayor) attempted ―vertical
evacuation‖ during the storm. Most of these had their windows blown out, and without electricity or fresh water they rapidly became
nearly as squalid as the places where those with less means ended up. Since Katrina the hotels have set a policy that they will not
accept people during future hurricanes. Evacuating to high rises will no longer be an option. [Vertical evacuation isn‘t necessarily a
bad thing. That‘s essentially what they do in New York City, though evacuees there largely went to public buildings rather
than hotels. What helps in New York is that there‘s not a single power supply to the city. Since the big blackout back in the
‗70s, they‘ve had numerous smaller feeds that ensure that even if part of the city goes dark, power will stay on elsewhere.
The nature of New York‘s geography also makes it unlikely the water supply will be compromised. Vertical evacuation in New
York worked better than driving away from the Jersey Shore. Evacuees there ended up stranded in inland towns that lost
power for more than a week.]
As we came to the end of the French Quarter (near where we had exited I-10), we entered the part of the city that had flooded.
Here there was just a foot or two of water, but our guide noted that it was there for two full weeks—fully soaking into the walls of every
structure. [That long-term flooding is what made this different from most hurricane damage. They had similar long-term
flooding in Cedar Rapids a few years back, and watching that city recover was not unlike seeing New Orleans after Katrina.]
When it receded, mold immediately sprang up on those damp walls. While most of the buildings here are still structurally intact, in order
to be occupied, they have to be completely gutted. All the sheetrock has to be removed and in many cases the beams need to be
replaced. The buildings around here are in various states of repair, but none seems to be currently occupied.
Near here is Charity Hospital, one of several medical facilities that became well known from news reports in the aftermath of
the hurricane. When the evacuation order came, no provision was made for evacuating hospitals, nursing homes, or facilities for the
disabled. Charity Hospital was left surrounded by water that flooded their emergency generator. [A hospital in New York was in a
similar situation during Sandy. It‘s kind of strange that both places had their generators in their basements; I‘d think it would
make more sense to put them on the roof.] They had several patients on life support, but no electricity to operate the support
machinery. CNN documented the heroic efforts of their staff, who worked around the clock for a week to keep the patients alive before
rescuers finally arrived. The end result was much happier than in many facilities, particularly an infamous nursing home in Chalmette
where the residents were just left to die in the flood. [It is now mandatory that all public facilities nationwide have emergency
evacuation plans in place. We now have such a plan at the school where I teach. While flooding is unlikely in our location,
who knows what type of emergency might necessitate putting the plan into place. While hopefully we‘ll never need to use it,
it‘s good to know it‘s there.]
Most of New Orleans‘ medical facilities never reopened after Katrina. I‘d read earlier this year that the entire metro area
(around a million people) had fewer hospital beds than Hattiesburg (less than 100,000 people). Brad pointed out a brand new trauma
center that was just opened this spring. Hopefully that‘s a sign that health care is on its way back in New Orleans. [More facilities
have opened, but New Orleans still lags behind other major metro areas.]
The next main point of interest we saw was probably the most dreadful symbol of suffering after Katrina, but is also the biggest
symbol of the city‘s new renaissance. That, of course, is the Superdome. The enormous football stadium (no longer the largest on
earth, but still most impressive) looks like an enormous flying saucer that landed next to a spaghetti interchange in downtown New
Orleans. After a $180 million renovation (about 70% paid by insurance, the rest by the NFL), the 32-year-old stadium looks brand new.
If I hadn‘t seen those pictures of the 30,000 people who spent a week here after Katrina peeled the roof off their ―shelter of last resort‖,
it would be impossible to guess this had been the site of such a horrific scene.
The Superdome is elevated over parking structures, making it one of the tallest buildings in the city. That‘s why the building
itself could serve as high ground, even when all the area around it was under water. It was near the Superdome that Brad pointed out
the water lines, yellow streaks that are on almost every building and embankment in the city that show exactly how high the flood

waters came. Around the Superdome that height is about 4½ feet, which was apparently typical in many areas of the city.
areas, though the water lines are well into the second floor of homes, and the maximum water depth anywhere was 24 feet.

In some

Before and after – the Superdome
(Note that ―after‖ is looking south,
toward downtown and the Mississippi,
while ―before‖ is looking north toward Interstate 10.)
From the Superdome we made our way down
Poydras (either POY-druz or PIE-druz, depending on who
says it) Street to Harrah‘;s Casino. This ugly squat building
[a bunker-like place that definitely doesn‘t look like the
sort of thing you‘d see in Las Vegas] served as the main
staging area for rescue efforts for more than a year after
Katrina. It reopened as a casino in time for this year‘s Mardi Gras.
The casino is next to the Riverwalk Mall I‘ve already described. Just upriver from there (the actual direction is southwest) is
the infamous Morial Convention Center, which our guide pointed out is the largest conference space under one roof in the world. It is
gradually getting back to hosting conventions. It will be hard to erase the memory of all the people who swam through the murky
waters to get to the convention center, only to find that it wasn‘t any sort of aid for refugees there. Conditions at the convention center
were even worse than at the Superdome, and 20,000 people spent a week there—barely surviving.
We headed out of downtown on I-10 west. One of the first things Brad pointed out here was the Orleans Parish Jail. During
the flood the inmates here were evacuated to a freeway overpass where they spent three days before being taken to a secure facility in
Baton Rouge. Today the jail is almost completely surrounded by FEMA trailers. This is typical of institutions of many kinds in New
Orleans. There is such a tremendous shortage of housing that they need to provide the trailers on-site for their workers.
We
next
passed
Xavier
University, the largest black Catholic
college in the world. Xavier was always a
landmark for me when I went to grad
school; it marked the place where I exited
I-10 to head to the zoo. Like most of the
schools in New Orleans (from elementary
schools through universities), Xavier was
closed for the entire fall semester in 2005.
They re-opened in 2006 with a full
schedule but a limited student body, and
only now are they getting somewhat back
to normal.
Beyond Xavier is the cemetery
district, which lies on the line between
Orleans
and
Jefferson
Parishes.
(Parishes are the Louisiana equivalent of
counties, dating to the days when each
literally was the sphere of influence of a
House with rescuer‘s ―X‖ and FEMA trailer parked beside
single Catholic church.) There were
stories of caskets breaking free and floating down the streets near the cemeteries, but Brad assured us those were mostly fiction. Most

of Louisiana still follows the old Spanish tradition of interring bones in above-ground family or job-group mausoleums, and that may
have helped prevent problems.
The surroundings became residential past the cemeteries, and we got our first glimpse of the infamous X‘s. In the days after
Katrina rescuers had to search every single building in New Orleans. As they left each one they spray-painted a large ―X‖ on the front,
with numbers or letters in each quadrant. The letters were simply the initials of those who searched the building. Depending on the
position, the numbers gave the date the building was searched, the number of people found there alive (most often blank), and the
number who were found dead. I‘d seen pictures of those X‘s in magazines, but it‘s something entirely different to see them on house
after house after house. [I read recently that as people have re-built their homes after Katrina, many have preserved the ―X‖
markings as a point of pride showing their status as survivors.]
The first truly flood-ravaged area we saw was the wealthy neighborhood of Lakeview. I‘m sure this choice was intentional,
because we so often think of Katrina as a poor people‘s disaster. People of all income levels and all walks of life were affected by the
storm. Exclusive Lakeview has suburban-style homes with broad lawns, gated communities, and the Pontchartrain Yacht Harbor. The
homes here start around $500,000 and go up from there. Unfortunately Lakeview‘s boundaries are defined by drainage canals that
suffered some of the biggest breaches in the levee network, and the walls of those gated communities did nothing to keep out the flood.
Lakeview was under six to ten feet of water for two full weeks.
So, how damaged was this area? That‘s honestly a hard question to answer. Most of the buildings are still standing, but you
can‘t say much more than that. Probably about half have FEMA trailers parked in front, which means that repair work is
underway. A few (10% of less) are essentially completed, while the remainder appear to be abandoned. The main thoroughfares,
which once housed businesses that are now almost entirely closed, really look sadder than the side streets. [Lakeview‘s recovery
has continued, but as of the 2010 census, it still had less than two-thirds of its pre-Katrina population.]
The debris has mostly been cleared away in New Orleans. Brad told us that in the two months following Katrina New Orleans
generated the equivalent of three years worth of garbage. Almost all of this was landfilled in the swamps just east of the city—not
exactly the ―greenest‖ disposal method, but it got the job done. Before it could be hauled off to the landfills, debris was scattered in mini
dumps all over town. As we drove down a residential extension of Canal Street, Brad pointed out that entire grassy median—an area
that normally functions like a neighborhood park—had been piled high with trash in the wake of the hurricane.

News photo of trash piled along a street in post-Katrina New Orleans
(This had been cleared out by the time of our trip.)

We next crossed through the marina area of City Park, the largest
urban green space in the South. The park was eerily empty, though Brad said
this could be as much from its being Easter morning as from the aftermath of
the hurricane. Near the marina are high earthen levees that easily weathered
this and many previous hurricanes—definitely better protection than the flimsy
concrete walls along the canals.
City Park has been described as ―a forest in the heart of the city‖, and
it is well known for housing the world‘s largest single collection of live oak
trees. While it‘s still a tree-filled park, ―forest‖ probably isn‘t the best term for a
place that has lost over a thousand trees in the past year. They‘ve definitely
made the best of what‘s left, though. It‘s clear that tons of time has gone into
pruning and meticulously landscaping the park. I‘d never seen it up close
before, so I can‘t really compare what it looks like now with its pre-Katrina
appearance. It certainly is a pleasant park today, though.

Katrina memorial logo

East of City Park we passed the USDA‘s Southern Research Center,
a place that serves a purpose similar to that complex at the north end of
Ames. This place has made many important discoveries, among them frozen
orange juice concentrate. The USDA facility was also surrounded by
temporary trailers, which in this case served both as residences for its
scientists and as temporary labs while the main building was being repaired.

Beyond the USDA labs was the University of New Orleans, which happened to be our guide‘s alma mater. UNO is right on the
lakefront, one of the sides of the bowl that makes up New Orleans, so most of the campus was unscathed. Their dorms and student
union complex had severe flooding, though. Brad said he was thankful to have graduated before Katrina, since UNO also closed for a
semester in the wake of the storm.
We continued into the neighborhoods of Lake Terrace and Gentilly. I‘ve said before that New Orleans is a very patchy
community, with rich and poor living very close to one another. Gentilly is a perfect example of that. That patchy effect also applies to
the storm damage. A ridge runs through the middle of Gentilly, with low land on either side, so not quite all of the area flooded. It looks
almost like a tornado went through, with horrible destruction in one place and comparatively little damage not far away. The parts of
Gentilly that did flood were badly damaged. In most cases the homes were destroyed to the point of being irreparable. Here we saw
homes with holes in their roofs left from where people used axes to escape to the rooftops as the flood waters rose to second floor
level.
In addition to the flood damage, there was a lot of fire damage in
Gentilly. The weight of the flood water crushed many of the water mains in
New Orleans, which reduced the pressure available in the system.
Without sufficient water pressure, it was hard to fight the many fires that
broke out after the storm. It‘s only in 2007 that water pressure has finally
been restored to normal.

New Orleans home being elevated

Like most of residential New Orleans, Gentilly is being ―elevated‖
as it is rebuilt. The new homes are all on stilts, or more accurately cement
block pylons that raise the floors above the level of the most likely floods.
How high the homes are elevated depends on their location and the
likelihood of flooding in the neighborhood. They vary from about four feet
to as much as twelve. FEMA has established guidelines for every area of
the city, and homeowners have to elevate their home to the proper
guideline in order to qualify for flood insurance.

Insurance, by the way, was less of an issue in Louisiana than in Mississippi. It was clear to pretty much everyone that virtually
all the damage in New Orleans was due to flooding, and thanks to government subsidies almost 90% of homeowners in the city had
flood insurance. [As I noted earlier, though, many insurance companies tried to claim the floods were man-made rather than
natural, which resulted in literally years of litigation.] As in Mississippi, though, in many cases the insurance payments went
straight to the mortgage company. People now own the lots their homes are on outright, but they have nothing left to rebuild their
homes. Surprisingly, what was often not insured in New Orleans was businesses. That‘s one of the main reasons so few have
reopened, even as the city has repopulated. [The majority of businesses in New Orleans (as elsewhere in the country) lease
their buildings rather than owning them. The actual owners are real estate developers who often are based in other parts of
the country. The have little interest in anything other than collecting rent, so they generally carry only the minimum
insurance. Much of the business has started to return, and as before Katrina the bulk of it is in cheaply built strip malls and
pre-fab stand-alone buildings—which still most likely lack flood insurance.]
There was a bit of a dull stretch as we made our way back through City Park. The guide filled the time by giving us a short
background on the role of the Louisiana wetlands in preventing flooding. The Mississippi is held in its channel by a continuous earthen
levee that extends as far north as Cairo, Illinois (and local levees [that] extend all the way up to Wisconsin). That fast-moving channel

The Mississippi Delta in southeast Louisiana
(Areas in red are wetlands in severe danger of being lost.)

prevents the river from depositing the silt it once did in
the natural delta at its mouth. Without the constant
replenishment of new silt, the coastal wetlands have
been eroding at an alarming rate. Every ninety minutes
an area of Louisiana the size of a football field
disappears, which means since the 1930s they‘ve lost an
amount of land equivalent in size to the state of
Delaware. [Eerily, even a quick look at the current
Louisiana state highway map clearly shows how
much land has been lost even since I was first here
in the early ‗90s. The delta land used to be mostly
filled in, while now it‘s all wispy.] Having all that
swamp might not have prevented the devastation from
Katrina, but it could have lessened it. Wetlands tend to
absorb storm surge and take some of the power out of
hurricane force winds. So all those levees that were built
to prevent flooding along the river may have actually
contributed to additional flooding from the lake.

We took a break at the New Orleans Botanic Center, near the south entrance to City Park. We had a chance to use the
restroom and peak through the gates into their gardens, and our tour tickets included a complimentary beverage which we could pick
up from the botanic center‘s gift shop. Of course everyone browsed through the gift shop as well. On a whim I picked up a CD by a
local artist (though recorded in Memphis, oddly enough) named Paul Soniat. Below the Water Line is a collection of original songs
(mostly in a style you might call ―white man blues‖) all written in the aftermath of the storm. One of the best is a ballad called ―Land
Long Gone‖. It begins:
When I close my eyes I can almost see
How the land was when my Father was a boy,
He said it stretched for miles and miles,
As far as the eye could see,
Before the land became the sea,
Before the land was gone.

And there‘ll be no young Thibedeaux
And no tee Boudreaux
Playing on the land where my father used to play,
‗Cause all that land has gone away,
All that land‘s long gone.

The song goes on for several verses and choruses, lamenting the loss of the traditional Cajun homeland. While it may be
hyperbole at the moment, at the present rate it won‘t be that long before places like Plaquemines Parish south of New Orleans really
are long gone—and that loss would put the city itself in even more danger.
Thibedeaux (TIBB-uh-doze) and Boudreaux
(BOOD-rows), by the way, are the Anglicized French
plurals of the most common names on the Coast. One
of the names I was looking up in the Gulfport phone
directory was a grad school friend was ―Thibedeaux‖ (as
a single last name it‘s TIBB-uh-doe, with the ―x‖—which
in France would only be included in a plural, but is part
of the American name—silent).
―Thibedeaux‖ and
―Boudreaux‖ are like ―Smith‖ and ―Jones‖ in Louisiana
and south Mississippi. There‘s column after column of
them in the phone book, many with duplicate first
names. Another necessary explanation is that ―tee‖ is
an archaic term that was pretty much never used
anywhere other than Louisiana equivalent to the Irish
―wee‖.
Margaret‘s souvenir from the gift shop was a bit
of artwork by a local artist. I‘m not sure exactly what it
was, perhaps a pin or a maybe a refrigerator magnet.
The artwork featured a somewhat abstract house with a
blue roof. The concept of a blue roof is a metaphor for
people‘s suffering after Katrina. Apparently after any
disaster, the first thing FEMA gives out is a supply of
blue plastic tarps that can be used to cover damaged
roofs. In late 2005 New Orleans was a city of blue roofs.
In 2005 Bon Marché, the local department store chain,
even altered the Victorian Christmas village that was the
focal point of the holiday display in their largest store so
that all the homes in the ceramic village had blue plastic

Website photo of Bon Marché‘s blue roof Christmas village

roofs. [Blue roofs were also featured in the immediate post-Katrina Mardi Gras parades.] The tarps are gradually disappearing,
but the metaphor remains.
The people on the coast have a sort of love/hate relationship with the Federal Emergency Management Administration. While
there‘s no question but what FEMA bungled things badly immediately after the storm, there‘s also no question that pretty much no one
could live here today without government assistance—most of which comes from FEMA. Like all government programs, FEMA aid is a
nightmare of red tape, which has made the agency the subject of numerous crude T-shirts that suggest other things its acronym might
mean. That aid, though, is essential to the reconstruction process.
Brad talked about various types of aid that had been distributed to New Orleans. For quite some time food and water were in
short supply in the city, so he and many other residents got by on canned water (which I‘d read was supplied by beer plants in
Wisconsin) and MREs (meals ready to eat, the modern equivalent of K-rations). I‘ve heard some people up north griping that Gulf
Coast residents were not charged for all the food that was distributed after Katrina. While people like Brad probably could have
afforded to pay for the food, the comparative cost is so low that to me it seems absurd to think of charging for it. Once again, it‘s just
the right thing to do.
[These days my ultra-conservative Congressman has been in the news with a crusade to cut food stamps (or more
properly ―Snap‖, the electronic age replacement for that program). While there is almost certainly some waste and abuse in
that program, in the great scheme of the government budget, food stamps are such a tiny fraction that cutting them would
make essentially no difference at all.[
We made our way back to I-10 and headed eastbound from the city. Shortly after we had entered the interstate we had to exit
again. There was apparently an accident near an adult book store we had passed on our way into the city, and it blocked all the
eastbound lanes. This gave us an unplanned tour of the street level scene in New Orleans East.
The guide was obviously less familiar with this area than with other parts of the city. He seemed surprised that there were a
number of FEMA trailers in New Orleans East, apparently a very recent development. He said that not long ago the area was almost
completely abandoned. The area still has far less re-settlement than neighborhoods further west (and the only two businesses we saw
were a brand new Home Depot and a Walgreen‘s), but it is gradually starting to come back.
The most noteworthy feature of our
detour to the side streets was the Plaza
Shopping Center [technically Lake Forest
Plaza, though everyone always just called it
―the Plaza‖], which Margaret and I had seen
from above on the expressway. Brad told us that
while the Plaza was once the nicest mall in New
Orleans, it was already nearly dead when Katrina
struck. The hurricane was the final blow, and
now the place is being completely bulldozed.
The surrounding area has been earmarked for
redevelopment, though. It is one of several
zones where the city is establishing tax breaks to
encourage new business to locate. It would be
fascinating to return here in another couple of
years and see how things continue to change.
[When I did return to New Orleans East on
later quiz bowl trips, this area didn‘t
particularly stand out. That likely means, that
like the rest of the area it was under
construction at the time. Checking in 2013,
Lowe‘s, Walgreen‘s, and a Sun Suites hotel
are the major occupants of the site. The
planned Wal-Mart shown in the picture at left
never came to fruition, nor does there appear
to be any other major anchor store.

Plans for re-developing the Plaza Shopping Center site (from 2009)
from Nola.com, the website of the Times—Picayune

We continued east past that abandoned
amusement park and into St. Bernard Parish.
We exited the freeway into Chalmette. While this
is a very historic place (the site of the Battle of
New Orleans at the end of the War of 1812),
Chalmette has always been an extremely dumpy
town. It‘s most ―charming‖ features are the
towers of refineries that billow acrid smoke

throughout the area. I never dawdled much in Chalmette when I was here before, but I can still say it‘s far worse post-Katrina than it
was before the hurricane. [Today a large part of Gray Line‘s Katrina tour focuses on Chalmette and surrounding areas in St.
Bernard Parish.. The recovery here has been much slower than it‘s been further west, so even seven years later there‘s still a
lot of destruction to see. Chalmette‘s population today is about half of what it was before Katrina.]
We passed a landfill where much of the Katrina waste was dumped and then made our way back into the city. The last part of
the tour took us through the infamous Lower Ninth Ward, one of the most heavily damaged areas of New Orleans. The Ninth Ward
(which is, as its name implies, just the name of a voting district) is also one of the poorer areas of the city, but our guide made a point of
noting that its residents were far from the poorest of the poor. Almost without exception the people in the Lower Ninth Ward were
homeowners, and most of them are back in their FEMA trailers working to rebuild their homes. [The poorest residents of New
Orleans mostly in shabby apartments in either Mid-City or New Orleans East. These were almost universally destroyed, and
the bulk of them have not been rebuilt in the form of affordable housing. Instead the rental property has been replaced by
single family homes geared to middle class or wealthy buyers. Many of those who used to live in these areas have not
returned to New Orleans. More than 100,000 former residents are dispersed to places like Baton Rouge, Houston,
Jacksonville, Memphis, and even Chicago.]
Another thing the guide commented on that we couldn‘t help but notice was how green everything was. The lawns were for
the most part unmowed, scraggly grass and all kinds of weeds made a green carpet pretty much everywhere we looked. This is
apparently quite different from how things looked a year ago. Then the grass was pretty much all dead, and people wondered if the
toxic stew of the flood water might not have made the area barren to plant life. Birds also avoided flying over new Orleans after the
flood, but now they are back in the air like normal. Given time nature does eventually appear to take care of things.
Don‘t make any mistake, though—there‘s little that‘s remotely ―green‖ about the recovery. After passing countless closed gas
stations, we asked Brad if the same environmental regulations applied to these as apply when stations go out of business up north. He
vaguely responded that he assumed so, but checking after I got back, it‘s clear he was wrong. These and many other potentially toxic
sites are basically just being paved over, and numerous other environmental regulations have also been suspended. [This is not
surprising at all given the political climate, both in Louisiana and nationwide, at the time. It will be interesting to see if the
recovery from Sandy (which mostly hit a much more liberal area) is handled any differently.] I‘m not sure what to think about
that. Lord knows there‘s far too much red tape as it is, and additional environmental regulations would just make things worse. On the
other hand, it is important that the reborn New Orleans be a clean and livable place.
In the Lower Ninth
Ward is a new development
called Musicians Village, which
is sponsored by Habitat for
Humanity.
For generations
music has been at the soul of
New Orleans, and this village is
an
attempt
to
provide
affordable housing (tiny pastelpainted cottages priced at $70
$80,000
each)
where
musicians who were displaced
by the storm can live. The
woman sitting across the aisle
from us was from a community
college in Los Angeles, and
she had brought a group of
students here that helped work
on
constructing
Musicians
Village. There are signs near
the entrance that were placed
to honor all the different groups
who worked on the project, and
she was pleased to see her
th
group‘s sign was still there.
―Musicians Village‖ – Habitat for Humanity homes – Lower 9 Ward
The signs seem to be quite well cared for, almost as if they were a little shrine. [I worked on a Habitat for Humanity project in Ft.
Dodge this past year, and it was interesting to see just what was involved. It‘s a horribly inefficient construction process,
since pretty much no one has much in the way of expertise. It does make people feel they are doing something direct to help
others, though, and that may actually be more useful than a monetary donation.]
We continued back into the French Quarter and made our way back to the fake lighthouse at the foot of Toulouse. We gave
Brad a sizeable tip and bought the souvenir book Gray Line had compiled, one of many commemorative Katrina books for sale around
the city. [Those same books are still for sale everywhere, though many are now discounted.] We then walked across the
Jackson Brewery parking lot to the New Orleans Hard Rock Café.

New Orleans was the first place I ever encountered a Hard Rock Café [actually that‘s not true—the first one was in
Cancun, but New Orleans was the first Hard Rock I went to in America], and I‘ve been to this particular location on numerous
different occasions. It‘s has an eclectic menu that is cheaper than most of what is offered in the French Quarter [since, unlike its
competition, it‘s really not a gourmet restaurant], and the historic building it‘s in paired with all the music memorabilia on the walls
makes it fascinating place to have a meal or a drink.
While many Hard Rocks have perennial lines, the New Orleans outlet has always been a bit less crowded than others. Still, it
was unusually empty today. We were seated immediately, and we were in no way rushed as we ate our lunch. We started with the
traditional New Orleans cocktail, the hurricane: assorted juices (apparently pomegranate is the essential one) mixed with several types
of rum. While the waitress tried to get us to buy our drinks in souvenir hurricane glasses (shaped like the curved glass tops of hurricane
lamps), we paid half the price to have them in ordinary cocktail glasses. [I already own a Hard Rock hurricane glass, and I
definitely don‘t need another.] For lunch we each had delicious chili and a gourmet salad. I had ―chicken haystack salad‖. Shredded
tortilla chips gave the salad its name, and several unusual vegetables (like corn) combined to give unusual flavors and textures. It was
really quite good.
While the waitress was mostly pleasant, she got rather annoying in continually trying to ―upsell‖ us to additional and more
expensive things than we had ordered. I got the feeling she must be paid on commission, because she was constantly trying to get us
to pay more. In addition to extra food, she wanted us to buy merchandise from their store and she wanted us to join a special
membership program that would theoretically provide a discount at other Hard Rock Cafes. I‘m sure I average less than one visit to a
Hard Rock Café a year, and Margaret is probably less than that—so the membership wouldn‘t have been much of a deal for us. We
listened politely, but passed on all her offers. [Waiters actually do, in a sense, work on commission. Most people tip as a
percentage of the total check, so if they can up that check, the tip will also increase. There‘s a good possibility this girl would
have gotten an actual commission on the membership deal, and I‘m sure it was corporate policy that she had to give the spiel
to every customer.]
Margaret had seen a flyer for a special exhibit of mosaics from the Vatican at the Old Ursuline Convent, a museum near the
downriver (northeast) end of the French Quarter. We walked over there only to find the place was closed throughout Easter weekend.
On the way back from the convent we stopped in at a T-shirt shop where I picked up the shirt whose ―REBUILD – RE NEW ORLEANS‖
logo is scanned at the beginning of this travelogue. Also for sale at the shop were numerous attempts at post-Katrina humor. In
addition to the various slams at FEMA, one popular shirt (which we also saw people actually wearing) said ―I drove my Chevy to the
levee, but the levee was gone!‖
A number of the shirts were more than a little racist, particularly toward Hispanics. One of the tamer ones said ―FEMA: Find
Every Mexican Available‖, an obvious slam at the Hispanics who have been doing a lot of the post-Hurricane construction work. We
also saw letters to the editor in local newspapers complaining that so much of the work was being done by ―non-Americans‖. People
can complain all they want, but the fact is without immigrant labor, it would almost certainly take a lot longer and cost a lot more to do
the reconstruction. What‘s more, it‘s not like the Hispanic workers are putting anyone out of a job. Absolutely every business on the
Coast appears to be hiring; most are in desperate need of workers. [I do wonder where the Hispanic residents of New Orleans
live, given that the homes where many of the poor blacks lived no longer exist. I suppose it‘s similar to the situation in many
northern cities, where a large number of people (often an extended family) occupy a single house or apartment. Hispanics, by
the way, have become a major ethnic group in New Orleans. There are still plenty of construction jobs, and increasingly it‘s
Hispanics rather than Blacks who work as busboys and hotel maids.]
As we walked around the French Quarter I thought of reports I had heard saying that the tourist areas of New Orleans were
basically back to normal. The question arises: is that true? Like many other hypothetical questions I‘ve posed here, that‘s not
something that can just be answered yes or no. Someone who hasn‘t been to New Orleans before could certainly come to the French
Quarter or the Garden District and pretend nothing bad had ever happened in this city. You don‘t need to look very far away, though, to
see the permanent scars of the flood. What‘s more, if you know the city, you‘ll instantly recognize that even the Vieux Carré itself isn‘t
really ―normal‖. There are far too may ―for sale‖ signs and far too few tourists. There aren‘t any lines at the restaurants, and the gift
shops and galleries seem eerily empty. Then there‘s the places that have closed or changed ownership. The Royal Café, a pleasant
little place just down from the cathedral that was my favorite restaurant in the French Quarter is no longer in business; an art gallery
now fills the first floor of the building, and it appears the upstairs is unoccupied. The Virgin Megastore, an enormous book and record
outlet that was located next to the Hard Rock Café is now just an empty building. Several other well-known places also just aren‘t
there. Change happens in any city over time, of course. In New Orleans, though, it all happened right at once, and the overall effect is
something very different than the city I remembered.
[It has been interesting to return and see the continuing recovery in New Orleans and the surrounding area. Today
the tourist area of New Orleans is truly back. There are crowds of tourists again, and musicians and mimes are there to put
on a show. The main core of the city and the western suburbs are largely back, though a lot of it seems different because of
all the new construction. It‘s New Orleans East and the eastern suburbs that are still struggling, though each time I‘ve been
back I could tell progress had been made even there.]
On the tour someone asked Brad how tourism was faring in New Orleans. His response was carefully phrased and as
optimistic as possible. He said that starting with this past Mardi Gras it has been up quite a bit, and that right now it‘s probably at about
the level that the number of hospitality workers in the city can handle. At a different point he told us that the city has about half its preKatrina population (around 200,000 as opposed to the 400,000 it had in 2005—the metro area has about three-fourths of the people it

did before), so presumably there‘s only about half the guides, waiters, and hotel workers there were before. Half the tourism would
seem about right to me, too. It‘s not like there weren‘t any tourists, but there were remarkably fewer than there should have been.
[Today the city has about 80% of its pre-Katrina population, which is probably close to where it will permanently level off. The
metropolitan area is actually a little larger than it was in 2005, with pretty much all of that increase in the western suburbs.]

Wikipedia picture of Chris Owens,
with a statue of her likeness in New Orleans

We strolled a bit more through the French Quarter and
almost by accident came upon one of the most interesting parts of
th
our trip: Chris Owens‘ 24 Annual Easter Parade. Chris Owens is a
nightclub owner and actress (in the adult genres) who is female but
looks like transvestite man (picture an aging Cher). Each Easter she
sponsors what by New Orleans standards is a very wholesome,
family-oriented parade. The parade was led off by a brass jazz band,
followed by the grand dame herself in a classic convertible.
Following that was sort of a tame version of Mardi Gras. There were
numerous small floats of the sort you might find in a Homecoming
parade, each filled with groups of family and friends from among the
wealthiest New Orleans natives. They were either dressed like their
ancestors (in Victorian dresses and frilly Easter bonnets) or else they
wore those ―casual‖ clothes one might go yachting in. [Not long ago
Margaret went on a cruise where the dress code called for
―country club casual‖ clothing. That‘s almost certainly what the
modern clothes I described here were. For men such dress
almost always means khakis and polo shirts. It‘s not at all clear
what the equivalent for women is, though, and it caused a lot of
confusion for Margaret and some of the other passengers on the
cruise.] As the floats made their way down the street, the riders
threw Mardi Gras beads, flowers, small toys, stuffed animals, and
candy (mini ―Moon Pies‖) to those on the sidewalks. Each float had
to have several hundred dollars invested in ―throws‖, in addition to the
$125 entry fee for the parade. Both Margaret and I raked in quite a
bit of loot, and—unlike at Mardi Gras—we didn‘t have to do anything
unseemly to get things thrown at us.

While the parade was mostly clean-cut, wholesome family entertainment (sponsored by a stripper), there was one aspect of it
that would happen nowhere but New Orleans. While they stood and threw out their trinkets, most of the float riders were also
consuming copious amounts of alcoholic beverages. The women mostly sipped cocktails, while the men gulped beer. New Orleans

ABOVE: Float in the Chris Owens Easter Parade
RIGHT: David Burrow with a few of the Mardi Gras
beads thrown at him during the Easter parade
has never had open container laws (the only regulation is that beverages on the street
must be in plastic or metal containers, rather than glass), and the Big Easy authorities

almost always turn a blind eye to public intoxication. It‘s hard to imagine people drinking their way through a parade up no rth
(particularly with their children right beside them), but in the Crescent City no one even thinks twice about it.
I snapped an amusing picture while we were
watching the parade. A banner was hung from one of those
classic wrought iron balconies that are the French Quarter‘s
trademark with a slogan that was an amusing take-off on an
old ‗60s saying: ―Make levees, not war‖. [Levies Not War
is appears to be a fairly large organization with its own
website and blog. They sell all types of merchandise
with that motto and they lobby at the state and national
level for better flood protection. On their website I
found the picture at left, which shows better than most
I‘ve seen just how thin the levees are. It‘s hard to
believe they hold back the amount of water they do.]
We followed the parade from Bourbon Street down
to Decatur, where the French Market and Jackson Brewery
are located. We made our way back to our car and paid a
Typical levee during a flood
small fortune ($12, I think) for the privilege of parking for half a day. We wandered through the warehouse district trying to find an
entrance to the Westbank Expressway. Eventually we were successful, and we made our way across the massive Mississippi River
bridge to the neighborhood known as Algiers.
Our destination this afternoon was Blaine Kerns‘ Mardi Gras World, a museum operated by the creator of most of the
elaborate Mardi Gras floats. After seeing the Easter parade, it seemed only appropriate to turn the clock back to Mardi Gras. The
company‘s website also said they were open every day, which made it an appropriate destination on a holiday.
There was a map on that same website that made the museum seem just a short distance from the first exit on the west bank
of the river. We took that exit and continued driving for almost fifteen minutes on a host of different side streets, through a
neighborhood that got progressively worse as we made our way along. Mostly we were driving under the bridge back to the banks of
the river, but we had to keep switching from one side street to another to continue the trip. The route was marked with tiny green signs
that pointed the way to ―Mardi Gras World‖.
I‘m sure you won‘t be surprised to find that when we did finally make it to Blaine Kerns, the place was closed. In fact they had
a handwritten sign posted on their door that said they wouldn‘t be accepting deliveries Friday through Monday. Presumably they
weren‘t accepting tourists either. We snapped a couple of pictures of an alligator-shaped float that marked the entrance and then
continued on our way. [I‘ve read several places that Mardi Gras World really isn‘t worth seeing anyway, so it‘s probably just as
well they were closed.]
We drove back across the bridge (which is free westbound, but costs a dollar returning to downtown) and continued past the
Superdome and onto I-10. This time we headed west (actually mostly north) past the jail and cemeteries and into the Jefferson Parish
suburbs. I was still trying to use the Dillard‘s scrip I bought, and I knew there was a Dillard‘s at the Lakeside Mall in Metarie (MET-uhree, a badly flooded close-in suburb). After making some wrong turns we eventually found the mall, but it too was closed for the
holiday. That surprised me. Back home Easter is not a day things close. If something is ever open any other Sunday, it‘s likely to be
open on Easter. In New Orleans, though, just about everything seemed to shut its doors for the holiday. We did manage to buy some
9
gas ($2.72 ), and then we were on our way again.
Since we now had some unexpected time to fill, we decided to drive across the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway. This twentyfour mile double span remains the longest bridge on earth. [That was debatable even then, and today there are several bridges in
Asia that are clearly longer.] It connects Metarie with Covington, a former small town that is now a suburb on the north shore of the
lake. The road dates to the ‗50s. It has four lanes with no shoulders at all and is nowhere close to the standards of a modern freeway.
Surprisingly the bridge was not damaged in any significant way by Katrina. In fact for a time it was just about the only route out of town
that would lead to points east.. The causeway is somewhat scenic, but by no means spectacular. Both the I-10 bridge and the I-55
bridge (which goes through the swampy west end of the lake) are much prettier. Crossing the center of the lake made an interesting
diversion, though.
The causeway ends at Interstate 12, which provides a truckers‘ shortcut from Gulfport to Baton Rouge, avoiding the detour
into New Orleans that I-10 makes. We turned east on I-12 and headed back to Slidell, where the freeway essentially becomes I-10.
We continued on past the NASA site on the Mississippi/Louisiana border and took the first exit in Mississippi, which heads down to
Waveland. We had seen the main part of Waveland yesterday, but we hadn‘t gone down by the beach, where the hurricane actually
made landfall. Today we did that, and suffice to say that part of town still basically doesn‘t exist. [Even today there‘s very little
residential construction near the beaches in Mississippi. The cost of elevation to qualify for insurance is prohibitive for most
homeowners. As in New Orleans the businesses have rebuilt, but most of them are taking a risk without flood insurance.]
We stopped in at the K-Mart in Waveland, where I bought some film. [It‘s kind of weird to think of buying film these days,
since essentially all photography nowadays is digital.] Then we headed west to the Mississippi welcome center right on the state

line. The place is more like a state park than a rest area—it‘s absolutely enormous. The welcome center itself was closed for Easter,
but their restrooms were open, and we also had a pleasant drive around the grounds. Then we re-entered Louisiana and made our
way back to Slidell.
It was dinner time now, but we weren‘t really certain where we wanted to eat. Slidell is the ultimate suburb, and it has
numerous dining opportunities. Sill, none of them really jumped out and demanded that we stop in. We exited at Gause Boulevard
(the main strip) and drove into ―historic‖ old town (though what there is there that‘s historic I sure couldn‘t tell you). We then drove back
out past the other side of the interstate and circled our way back. In the process we were surprised at how little hurricane damage
there appeared to be in Slidell. The place is about the same distance from ―Ground Zero‖ as Waveland, yet here almost everything
seemed to be intact. The bulk of a storm surge apparently goes to the east of a hurricane, so I guess it makes sense that Mississippi
suffered greater damage than Louisiana. Also, Slidell is a rather wealthy place. We‘d seen pictures of post-Katrina damage here, but
its residents likely had the money to clean things up and get back to relative normalcy quickly. [It also helps that there‘s a lot of
swampland remaining near Slidell. That likely took much of the brunt of the storm.]
We ended up having dinner at a place called Copeland‘s. Copeland‘s is a chain based in New Orleans with restaurants on
suburban strips all over the South. I first heard of them while listening to baseball games when Brad Nelson was playing in Huntsville.
Their northernmost location is in northern Alabama, just south of Joe Davis Stadium, and on each baseball game they ran ads
advertising ―the taste that‘s all New Orleans‖. The place is a lot like Olive Garden or Applebee‘s, but specializing in Cajun/Creole
cuisine. I had chicken with basil and tomato over angel hair pasta, while Margaret had crawfish (though she called it cray-fish)
fettuccini. We also each had dessert. I ordered the classic New Orleans dessert: bread pudding. This one included chunks of white
chocolate and a caramel rum sauce. Margaret had their Easter special, a praline Napoleon cheesecake. That featured layers of
cheesecake and pastry, topped with a delicious praline sauce. It was incredibly rich [EVERY dessert and indeed almost every food
in New Orleans is incredibly rich], and Margaret couldn‘t finish it. The waitress boxed it, and when Margaret forgot to pick it up when
we left, she came running out to the parking lot to make sure we didn‘t forget the cheesecake.
Back at the motel we watched a bit of TV and read through the Sunday Times-Picayune. Hurricane recovery is still absolutely
everywhere in the papers and on TV. It‘s not like the floods in Iowa back in ‘83, where once the waters subsided we went on to other
news. Katrina has been the news for a year and a half, and it will continue to be so well into the future.

Trailer belonging to relief workers parked outside the Sleep Inn—Slidell
(Note FEMA trailer in background.)

Monday, April 9 – Slidell to New Orleans to Gulfport to Rochester
We were up around 6:30 this morning and fairly quickly showered and re-packed our stuff. We got some coffee and watched
a bit of the morning news (which seemed mostly to consist of traffic reports [New Orleans has far worse traffic than even some
much larger cities]). We then left about 7:30, had an easy drive into the city, and ended up parking in the exact same space where
we had left the car yesterday.
We made a long walk through the French Quarter this
morning, spending well over an hour just walking around. We
were both still quite full from the heavy dinner we‘d had at
Copeland‘s last night, so a nice long walk was definitely
appropriate. We first walked along the levee on the ―Moon
Walk‖, named for a former mayor of the city. There are
numerous statues, old and new, lining the Mississippi riverbank.
Among the most interesting is the New Orleans Holocaust
Memorial, a kinetic sculpture where it‘s the spectators rather than
the artwork itself that do the moving. As we walked around and
viewed this colorful modern installation from different angles, it
looked completely different. The views combine to tell the story
of the Holocaust. It‘s a lovely work of art that was both
fascinating and quite moving. Also memorable, but much less
beautiful was the Monument to the Immigrant, a very classical
assemblage where noble people rose up from the water to form a
new land.
We made our way clear to the far end of the Vieux
Carré (―Old Square in French, though it‘s pronounced closer to
vook-array, with about 2½ syllables) at Esplanade. The rainbow
From one angle the Holocaust Memorial
banners along the boulevard confirmed that this was an
looks like a Star of David
appropriate address for our tour guide yesterday to live. I‘d never
been on Esplanade for more than a moment before. It‘s like a slightly more modest version of St. Charles Avenue, and its tree-lined
sidewalks made for a very pleasant walk.
Like most tourists, when I‘d been to New Orleans before the furthest north I‘d ventured was Bourbon Street. Today we went
beyond there, turning back into the quarter at Dauphine. This part of the Vieux Carré is almost exclusively residential, with old wooden
shotgun houses that are meticulously kept and probably sell for half a million dollars or better. It‘s a lovely area and made a beautiful
place to continue our stroll. About halfway through the quarter we made our way down to Bourbon Street and walked past the bars and
hotels to the far end of the tourist area at Canal. We went south a block and then headed back into the French Quarter on gallery-lined
Royal Street.
The main event of our day today was
breakfast. This was not to be just any breakfast,
though. Today we were having breakfast at
Brennan‘s, a swanky ―old school‖ restaurant that
is well known not just in New Orleans, but
throughout the country. Brennan‘s serves dinner,
but they are best known for their luxurious
breakfasts. In modern times the rich morning
meal they serve would more likely be called
―brunch‖, but the place predates that term, so it
was ―breakfast‖ we had. [Interestingly, the
Brennan‘s website now says they serve
brunch daily.]

Brennan‘s Restaurant

We knew going into things that this
would be a big splurge. Brennan‘s isn‘t the sort of
place Rachel Ray goes on her $40 a Day show.
Indeed what each of spent for breakfast would
come close to that $40 figure, and it wouldn‘t be

hard for one person to spend $60 or more for the morning meal here. Still, after having eaten here, I can honestly say that even
though this was probably the single most expensive meal I‘ve ever eaten in my life [no longer true, but it is still near the top],
breakfast at Brennan‘s was more worth its price tag than some meals I‘ve eaten that cost half as much. The food was exquisite, the
service (by an enormous staff) was top notch, and the overall effect was one of those once-in-a-lifetime experiences.
Brennan‘s restaurant was established right after World War II by the owners of the Old Absinthe House, a historic Bourbon
Street bar. It was the first of numerous restaurants opened by what amounts to a culinary dynasty. The Brennan family operates at
least ten different four-star restaurants (besides the flagship, the best known is Commander‘s Palace in the Garden District), and their
former chefs—people like Paul Prudhomme and Emeril Lagasse—now own many of the city‘s other best eateries. The restaurant is
located in a gorgeous colonial mansion that dates to the late 1700s. Like most of the French Quarter the exterior of the building looks
modest, a rather plain brick building painted an unusual salmon color. Inside the place is a gorgeous combination of hardwood and tile.
Twelve small dining rooms all look out on a gorgeous patio, and mirrors provide an exceptional view from any table in the house. The
décor is old and elegant, with high back chairs arranged around tables set with white linens, crystal, and real silverware. With a setting
like that, just walking in off the street and sitting down was fun.
Like most New Orleans restaurants, Brennan‘s was greatly affected by Katrina. A huge tree on the restaurant‘s patio slammed
into the glass façade, causing thousands of dollars in damage and letting rainwater into the main part of the building. Their b iggest
problem, though, was that the electricity was off for over two weeks. That caused their meat cooler to thaw. The cooler is on the third
floor, and the juices from rotting meat proceeded to drip down into the dining rooms. It took them over a year to clean everything up
and re-open.
One problem Brennan‘s didn‘t have, which many other restaurants did, was looting. In the aftermath of the storm countless
restaurants lost their entire contents of their bars and wine cellars to looters. The reason Brennan‘s didn‘t was that their owner and chef
spent the duration of the storm in the restaurant itself, apparently with a shotgun propped between them. They didn‘t leave until they
were forced to by military police. Owner Jimmy Brennan‘s home was completely destroyed in the hurricane, but the restaurant
remained unlooted.
I had made reservations for 9:30. We were a little early, but the gracious hostess seated us immediately—likely another sign
of lagging tourism. [That‘s definitely true. A sign that things are more or less back to normal is that in checking reviews of
Brennan‘s while doing this revision, I found many people who complained of waiting to be seated, even with reservations,
because the place was packed.] Interestingly, though, while there were numerous empty tables, the hostess required a couple
without reservations who came in ahead of us to wait in the bar while their table was supposedly being prepared.
Our primary waiter was a middle aged black man, part of the restaurant‘s very multiethnic staff. He, like all the waiters, was
dressed in a tuxedo, which made him far better dressed than any of the customers. He had a name tag, and while I can‘t recall the
actual name at this point, I do remember that not only his name, but the name of just about every waiter could have been either a first
or a last name. I still don‘t know which name was given on their tags.
It‘s very traditional at Brennan‘s (and in other fine restaurants in New Orleans) to begin breakfast with an ―eye opener‖ from
the bar. Margaret and I passed on having cocktails before lunch, though the few local people in the dining room were clearly keeping
that tradition. We instead had classic New Orleans coffee, served in plain stoneware mugs, but accompanied by silver cream and
sugar service. A second waiter continually refilled both coffee and water, making sure we wouldn‘t leave dehydrated.
I‘d read a review of Brennan‘s that severely criticized the place for its menus. While it didn‘t really detract from the experience,
it did strike me as a bit strange that they used oversized laminated menus with a big multi-colored rooster on the front. The rooster is
the restaurant‘s symbol, but the plastic covered food list did strike me as something that would be more at home at Perkins than in so
elegant an establishment. When I worked back at the Iris in the ‗70s, our menus were on fake parchment bound between leatherette
covers. I‘d expect at least that (or perhaps real parchment and real leather) at a place like this. I‘d guess the reason for the laminated
version is that they probably allow customers who want them to take the menus home as souvenirs.
While there are scores of items on Brennan‘s menu, most are variations on Eggs Benedict—lightly poached eggs over various
types of meat over various types of bread, all slathered in rich French sauces. They have numerous fixed price multi-course
breakfasts, all of which include some variation on that theme. Neither Margaret nor I is a big fan of poached eggs, so we ordered a la
carte. We got approximately the same amount of food—but the food we wanted—for roughly the same price as the combination
specials. [It is interesting that there‘s no particular discount for the prix fixe meals.]
Immediately after we ordered yet another waiter brought out half a baguette of warm French bread, together with lots of butter.
The loaf was unsliced and rather difficult to cut up, but it was tasty nonetheless.
I began my breakfast with Creole onion soup, which was outstanding. I had expected something like French onion soup, but it
really wasn‘t that. It was an extremely rich, hearty soup, with a beef stock, onion, and garlic thickened first by a roux (the classic French
thickening agent where flour and butter are cooked together slowly) and then by cream, egg yolk, and Parmesan cheese. The result
was a silky bright yellow soup that could have been a dinner by itself. The soup came in its own little covered metal pot. The waiter
poured it into a stoneware bowl and added heavily seasoned croutons right at the table. The Creole onion is not the soup Bre nnan‘s is
known for, but I wasn‘t quite adventurous enough to try their specialty, Cajun turtle bisque.

My main course was a ham and cheese omelette. That was actually a last-minute change that was mostly to keep the price a
little bit more reasonable. Since the time when I‘d booked the reservation, I‘d planned to have ―eggs Theodore‖, a platter that combines
a thick ham steak with scrambled eggs and bananas sautéed in a cinnamon caramel sauce. The combination would have left little
room for other courses, and it cost $34 on its own. The omelette was about half that price and closer to the amount of food I wanted.
The omelette was perfectly cooked (neither runny nor crisp) and quite flavorful. It was also quite large, apparently made with four eggs.
Otherwise, though, it was a ham and cheese omelette. I could have ordered the same item at Waffle House (for a little more than half
the price [and in a smaller size]) and gotten more or less the same result—minus the atmosphere, of course. The main course
definitely wasn‘t the highlight of the meal.
The only accompaniment to my omelette was a single grilled tomato slice, topped with Parmesan cheese. That was all right,
though. Had they included hash browns, muffins, or grits, I‘d have probably been so stuffed I couldn‘t have moved.
While I enjoyed my omelette, Margaret feasted on ―trout pecan‖, whose name more or less describes the dish. The pecan
butter sauce they spooned over the fish also included crabmeat. I‘m not a seafood person, so we didn‘t exchange main courses. Her
meal certainly looked good, though, and she definitely enjoyed it.
Brennan‘s is most noted for their breakfast desserts, a concept I don‘t think I‘d ever imagined before this trip. While we were
already stuffed, there was no question that dessert would also be part of our meal. I ordered the specialty of the house, Bananas
Foster. The dish was invented here in the 1950s by Chef Paul Blangé. Bananas had just started to be introduced as anything other
than exotic in America, and the new fruit was flooding New Orleans. Because bananas are so rapidly perishable, they were considered
almost a nuisance by the local restaurants. Brennan‘s owner challenged the chef to find an elegant dish that would use up large
amounts of bananas. The result was has become a standard menu item for many elegant restaurants around the world. To make
bananas Foster (there are different stories, by the way, on exactly who ―Foster‖ may have been) banana slices [or more precisely,
banana quarters] are sautéed in the dining room with brown sugar, copious amounts of butter, and banana liqueur until the sugar
caramelizes. Dark rum is then poured in the pan, which is supposed to burn off in a towering flame. The flambéed bananas are then
poured over French vanilla ice cream to make the final dessert.
Margaret had a different, but equally complicated dessert: Crepes Fitzgerald. Classic French crepes are prepared ahead of
time in the kitchen, rolled, and filled with a cream cheese and sour cream mixture. Then in the dining room they sauté strawberries in
butter and sugar. Maraschino liqueur is added, and the whole thing is flambéed. The strawberries are poured over the crepes and
topped with whipped cream. Both her dessert and mine were sensational.
Before it was time for dessert a tuxedoed busman cleared our table. He even had a special device to scrape away the crumbs
we‘d left from breaking up the baguette. Once the table was again immaculate, the waiter brought out well-used skillets filled with the
dessert ingredients and showed us what was in them. He then went over to one of two portable grills (basically glorified hotplates) set
up in the dining room and made our flaming desserts. While he was not in a good line of sight for us, we could see him work in one of
the mirrors. We couldn‘t really see the flames well when he made our desserts, but a little later another table ordered bananas Foster,
and no one in the room could have missed the towering fire theirs made.
We finished our meal, settled the bill, and used their elegant restroom. (I must say, though, that actually the Hard Rock Café‘s
all-marble restrooms put Brennan‘s to shame.) We left about an hour and a half after we‘d arrived, light in the wallet but full in the
stomach, having enjoyed a thoroughly fabulous feast.
After that enormous breakfast, our next
stop was at another food place—though this one
wasn‘t to be eaten immediately. We each spent
some money to buy the classic New Orleans
souvenir, old-fashioned pralines. While I‘ve yet to
come across a better praline recipe than my
mother‘s [that‘s absolutely true; candy was her
specialty, and her pralines were outstanding],
the ones they sell in Louisiana aren‘t bad—and
they don‘t require me to slave over a stove or read
a candy thermometer.
They‘re dreadfully
overpriced (if my mom could have sold hers for $2
a pop, she‘d have made a fortune), but really quite
tasty. [The prices just keep going up.
I
periodically get e-mail come-ons from various
New Orleans companies. Just recently I got an
ad for pralines, at a ―discount‖ price of $27.95 a
dozen.] I bought a box of ten, and I‘ve been
enjoying one a day since I got back—a nice way of
extending the trip.
Website view of Canal Street Walgreen‘s – New Orleans
We thought it might be nice to ride the
streetcar, so we made our way back to Canal Street. We waited across from a downtown Walgreen‘s store with a very elaborate neon

sign above the entrance. I was intrigued to recently re-watch a show I‘d taped about the Katrina disaster and see that very drugstore
featured prominently. A doctor who was one of the few people on hand to treat people at the convention center broke into this
particular Walgreens and raided its pharmacy. You could probably call that ―looting‖, but it‘s not quite the same thing as what happened
to the Foot Locker store down the street.
I‘ve already mentioned how thinly the streetcars are spread these days, so it was really no surprise that after waiting more
than fifteen minutes, no car had yet showed up. We got bored and decided to just walk around some more instead.
When we had wandered around earlier, Margaret had seen a book in some store window called The Secret Gardens of the
Vieux Carré that interested her. She decided she wanted to buy a copy of that book, so we spent the rest of the morning trying to find a
place that sold it. One place had a poster for it and had even had the author on hand signing copies the previous weekend. That book
signing had sold them out of the copies they had on hand, though. No one else appeared to have the book, and we never did seem to
find the place she‘d originally seen it. [I just checked online, and it‘s interesting that there are actually two books with this title.
Most likely the one we‘d seen was a 2007 publication that was produced specifically to benefit hurricane relief. The other was
published in 1993. Neither is currently in print, though Amazon has used copies of both books available.]
What we did see in the stores were cookbooks, and pretty much the same ones at every store. Brennan‘s has a book called
Breakfast at Brennan’s … and Dinner Too that I picked up as a souvenir. I doubt I‘ll ever make a single recipe in there (though most
are surprisingly uncomplicated), but it‘s fun to have. [I still look through the Brennan‘s cookbook from time to time, and I just
might make something one of these days.] All the other famous restaurants have similar cookbooks, and they also have general
books on Cajun and Creole recipes. One that was everywhere was called Who’s Your Mama, Are You Catholic, and Can You Make a
Roux?—apparently the three questions asked of a potential Cajun wife. [This is still in print, and in fact a newly updated edition
recently came out.] ―Cajun‖, by the way, is a corruption of either ―Acadian‖ or ―Canadian‖ (depending on who you talk to), since most
of the ―French‖ people in Louisiana actually trace their ancestry to Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Cajun is country cooking
known for its powerful spices. Creole, on the other hand, is the old world cooking of France and Spain that dates to when New Orleans
was founded. It has much gentler spices and much richer sauces. I‘m honestly not a great fan of either cuisine [though I‘ll definitely
take Creole over Cajun], having had more than my fill of jambalaya and red beans and rice in grad school. Obviously many people
are, though. They seem to sell a lot of cookbooks.
We walked all over the French Quarter looking for Margaret‘s garden book, but we never did find it. Eventually we gave up
and just made our way back to the car. We left precisely at noon and headed up Canal Street. The entrance from Canal to I-10 is
awkward, making you drive under the elevated expressway for several blocks before abruptly entering freeway traffic. I nearly crashed
twice in the process. The first was completely my fault. I ran a red light because I was looking at ―To I-10‖ signs ahead of me and
ignoring everything nearby. Then when I finally merged onto the interstate, a car was right in my blind spot. Fortunately nothing
actually happened in either of these incidents, and once I finally got onto I-10, the drive was uneventful.
As we neared the I-10 Twin Spans I was very thankful we were headed east rather than west. We had seen signs over the
weekend advising that construction was coming on the westbound bridge, with potential 60-minute delays. Apparently that construction
had started this morning. While we sailed along on the undamaged eastbound span, westbound traffic was reduced from three lanes in
Slidell to a single lane on the bridge. The back-up extended for six and a half of the seven miles across the bridge, and it appeared
likely it would soon extend all the way from Chalmette to Slidell. Sixty minutes may have actually under-estimated the delay time.
Fortunately we weren‘t delayed at all, and we continued onward at full speed. As we neared the Mississippi border signs
advised we were driving on the ―Stephen Ambrose Memorial Highway‖. At the time we had no clue who Stephen Ambrose might be,
but we checked later and found out. He‘s an author and historian who lived in Bay St. Louis and was a professor at several schools,
most notably the University of New Orleans. He was the main person responsible for opening the National World War II Museum and
locating it in New Orleans. He has produced several films and some public television documentaries and apparently is quite well
known. I must confess that famous historians are not my primary field of knowledge, though, so this was all news to me. [Apparently
highways throughout the southern United States have been dedicated to Stephen Ambrose.]
Mr. Ambrose has an extremely busy highway named for him. While the stretch of I-10 between Long Beach and Biloxi is six
lanes, everything west of there is just four. Traffic is about the same everywhere on the Coast, though: heavy. The speed limit is
theoretically 70mph, but most of the time the right lane goes slower than that and the left lane faster. It didn‘t make for an especially
pleasant drive.
We did, however, make it back to Gulfport without incident. We exited onto U.S. 49 and headed southward once again. We
stopped about a mile south of the interstate at Hudson‘s Treasure Hunt. I‘ve described Hudson‘s in earlier travelogues. They‘re a
chain that exists only in and near southern Mississippi that liquidates goods that are damaged when other stores face a catastrophe.
I‘m writing this the day after the Garrigan Gala, which makes me recall the first item I ever bought at Hudson‘s—my Gala shoes. The
first summer I was in grad school I picked up some extremely expensive Italian leather shoes with holographic insets in them. I don‘t
remember exactly what I paid for them, but I do remember it was 90% off some ridiculous original price (probably $300, and I paid $30).
They reeked of smoke when they were new, but they soon freshened up. I have very few occasions to wear elegant shoes, so Gala is
pretty much the only time they‘re ever worn. They were quite uncomfortable at first, but after seventeen years they‘re not too bad.
They‘re still very nice shoes, and they still always get comments when I wear them at Gala.

I‘ve gotten lots of other stuff at Hudson‘s over the years, and even if I don‘t get anything, it‘s a fun place just to browse. Today
was basically a browsing day. Nothing jumped out from the shelves and demanded that we buy it—particularly when we‘d have to find
a place in our luggage if we did. It was fun just to look around the store, though.

Screenshot from Hudson‘s website (ilovetreasurehunt.com)
Note the cluttered metal shelves and items ranging from bicycles to cleaning supplies to tacky crafts to communion cups.
At the exit was one more reminder of the Katrina recovery. A huge table was set up with a wide variety of free literature
provided by FEMA. I picked up a brochure on how to deal with mold—one of the stranger souvenirs I‘ve gotten, but very appropriate for
this trip.
Our last stop before returning to the airport was at a Chevron station. You have to return rental cars with a full tank of gas, or
you are charged a ridiculous rate for what‘s missing. Hertz in Gulfport charged $9.99 a gallon if the tank was less than full, so paying
$2.69 at Chevron seemed like a bargain. I tried to buy a newspaper while I was a t the convenience store, but their Sun-Herald
machine was broken. So we just turned onto Airport Road and circled our way back to the rental parking lot.
Gulfport is very much a small town airport when it comes to returning rental cars. Most places have an automatic check-in
system, where an employee scans a barcode, they quickly check the mileage and fuel level, and then issue a receipt. Here I filled out a
paper form that said what the mileage was and verified that I had left a full tank of fuel. Then I gave my keys to the parking lot
attendant and walked inside. I gave the form to the woman at the desk who then processed things and printed out a final receipt. It
went smoothly but was a much more time-consuming process than I‘ve encountered elsewhere.
We spent a while re-arranging the stuff in our luggage and then made our way to the Northwest counter to check in. The self
check-in machine wasn‘t working properly, so the young black man who was attending the counter had to check our bags by hand. He
tagged them to their proper destination (RST), and we took our boarding passes and made our way upstairs.
Gulfport appeared to have the most intense security of any airport I‘ve been to recently. At most airports someone at the
beginning of the security line makes a cursory check of your identification and boarding pass. Here a young man poured over every
detail of each passenger‘s ID. He was particularly concerned that the person in front of me had a driver‘s license with a tear in the
lamination. A twenty-something white guy with a wife and baby, he certainly didn‘t fit anyone‘s stereotype of a terrorist, but he definitely
got the third degree about his ID.
We avoided one piece of security. Beside the X-ray line they have a machine with the words ―Entry Scan‖ on it that looks like
one of those isolation booths they used to have on game shows. I have no idea what the thing does, and I‘m just as glad it wasn‘t

working when we showed up. [This was probably one of the first full-body scanners, which have since been installed in airports
around the country. Mississippi has always been quick to put its hand out for government money of any kind, so it‘s no
surprise they‘d be among the first to get this equipment. I still have yet to be scanned by one of them, and I‘d be fine keeping
things that way.] We just had the traditional X-ray and metal detector. For me those went uneventfully. Margaret, however, had a
delay. They thought the complicated camera she had was a video camera. Apparently you‘re supposed to leave video cameras out so
they can be inspected by hand, but her camera (which was just a still camera, by the way) was in her bag. The agent scolded her and
didn‘t seem to really believe her when she said it wasn‘t a video camera. The incident made me wonder how they treat all the digital
cameras and combination cell phone/cameras that people have these days. Almost all of those can take both still pictures and video at
the flip of a switch. I‘ve never seen anyone stopped for one of them, though.
We had arrived quite early for our flight, so we had quite a lot of time to kill in a very dull airport. GPT is very similar to
Rochester‘s airport, though in Gulfport they don‘t even have a restaurant. The gift shop was fairly good, though, and both Margaret and
I made some purchases. I bought a ―Rebuild Mississippi‖ T-shirt (I‘m pretty sure this is the first trip where I‘ve ever bought multiple Tshirts) and a couple of magazines. [I don‘t think I have that T-shirt anymore, and I don‘t know what might have become of it. I
still have both the ―Re-New Orleans‖ and the ―Sanits—Brees Dreams‖ shirts I bought, though, and I wear them fairly
frequently.] I also picked up a necktie that caught my eye in a display. A loud blue and yellow print that they probably revived from the
‗70s, it wasn‘t what I immediately think of in a tie, but it was quite attractive. I wore it at Gala last night and again at church today, and
several people commented favorably on it both times. I guess it was a good purchase. [This remains one of my favorite ties, one I
specifically keep to wear for ―dress‖ occasions.]
I paid for my purchase with my Visa card, which happens to be issued by State Farm Bank. That probably wasn‘t the best
choice in Gulfport, where State Farm‘s insurance division is still in the midst of numerous lawsuits over what sort of settlement those
who lost their homes in the storm should get. The clerk commented on the card, and I just sort of nervously laughed it off. I have the
card because State Farm has good terms; I certainly didn‘t mean anything bad by it.
There were some interesting people waiting with us at the Northwest gate. One was a young Hispanic Navyman in dress
uniform who seemed to have every electronic device known to man with him. Also nearby was an overly muscular college boy who
spent the entire wait playing a handheld video game. There was also an elderly black man in a black business suit and a middle aged
blond man in a shirt and tie who spent the whole wait on his cell phone. He seemed so absorbed in his conversation he didn‘t seem to
notice when a chunk of insulation from the ceiling (remember this airport was under construction) fell down and hit him in the shoulder.
There was also an elderly couple from Pittsburgh who commented that they‘d tried to get away from cold but found it colder on the
Coast than it was up north, and finally young couple with a toddler whose pants seemed to be forever falling down.
The arriving flight from Memphis showed up right on time. It would still be quite a while before our flight would board, though.
In the process they boarded several other flights to the hubs of other airlines. As Continental boarded their flight to Houston, they
announced that military traveling in uniform would get to board with their ―elite‖ group before others on the plane. Unfortunately
Northwest had no such policy to help the Navyman at our gate. An American Eagle flight left for Dallas at the next gate over. They had
twenty-four passengers almost all of whom were teenagers. I‘d hate to be the flight attendant on that plane. Flights to Atlanta,
Cincinnati, and Miami also took off while we waited.
While we waited I started reading a book I‘d gotten last fall at the Bishop‘s Dinner for Catholic Schools in Sioux City. Father
Friedmann, our former superintendent, got a sort of lifetime achievement award at that dinner, and they invited those of us on the staff
who were there when he was in charge to come along for the meal. The ―entertainment‖ for the night was provided by a young
journalist who happens to be from New Orleans who wrote a biography of Mother Angelica, the old bat nun who founded the Eternal
World Television Network that is a fixture on cable TV. The author had autographed copies of his book for sale after the dinner, and I
picked one up figuring it might make good airport reading someday. Once I finally got past the ungodly long introduction, it was rather
interesting—not the best book I‘ve ever read, but a nice time filler. [I‘m pretty sure I never actually finished the Mother Angelica
book, and there‘s a good chance I never will. It was good for filling time on this trip, though.]
When they finally did announce our flight, it boarded very quickly. They closed the doors five minutes early, and we left the
gate right at the designated departure time. We had a long wait on the tarmac, though, and I honestly don‘t know what we were waiting
for.
We took off to the south and made a U-turn over Biloxi Bay. We got to see the old and new bay bridges from the air. The new
one is much higher than the old, apparently its deck is from 50 to 80 feet above the bay, which would make it much higher than Katrinalevel storm surge. Both the Biloxi and Bay St. Louis bridges are ahead of schedule. One of two spans of the BSL bridge will be
opening in May, almost six months ahead of schedule, and the other should open by the end of the year. The Biloxi bridge is expected
to open in September, one month before its originally scheduled completion.
While this isn‘t a long flight, they did serve drinks and sell snacks. I had some cranberry juice and bought a very tasty bag of
cashew, almond, and raisin snack mix ($2). This was the first food I‘d had to eat since breakfast, but it was more than sufficient to
cover both lunch and supper.
We reached our cruising altitude over Jackson, and for about ten minutes the seat belt light was off. Then we began our
descent into Memphis. We made a different approach than we had last time, making a U-turn over the city and landing toward the
south. We arrived well ahead of schedule and got to a gate fairly quickly.

View out the window of a DC-9, looking at the Biloxi Peninsula. (Note the mostly empty beachfront.)
The flight from Gulfport arrived at Gate B-1, so we had a long walk to get to B-37, from which our flight to Minneapolis would
depart. We made it there in good time, though, and I read through the Commercial Appeal (again mostly crime news) and some more
of Mother Angelica while we waited.
When boarding time came they announced that our flight would be delayed while we waited for the crew to arrive on an
incoming flight. I used the time to get some coffee and another snack (a scoop of Edy‘s almond praline ice cream) at a stand across
from the gate. We boarded the flight at 7:25, about 20 minutes after we were originally scheduled to depart. Still, the gate attendants
assured us we should still make it to Minneapolis on time.
When I made the seat selections, it appeared that all our flights would be on DC-9s. This one, however, used a different
plane. We were in an Airbus A320, a slightly larger plane with a 3-3 configuration. That meant that instead of an aisle and a window,
seats 16A and a6B were a window and a middle seat. I‘m not sure any other choice would have been any better, though. I‘ve flown on
A320s before and liked them a lot, but Margaret obviously didn‘t care much for this plane. In addition to being crammed in a middle
seat, she also didn‘t care for the design of the tray table. I really don‘t know what about it didn‘t appeal to her (it seemed to work fine for
me), but she complained quite a bit about the thing.
They closed the airplane door at 7:40, but then they announced that we‘d be delayed because they were loading additional
cargo. Why they couldn‘t have loaded that while we were waiting for the crew, I don‘t know, but we didn‘t actually push back from the
gate until 7:50. Then we waited in line for a long time and had a long pause while no one at all seemed to be taking off or landing. We
finally were in the air at 8:05pm, about an hour after our scheduled departure.
Our connection in Minneapolis was tight to begin with. The itinerary had changed since I‘d originally booked the tickets
(something that seems to happen all the time these days), and the revised one left only thirty-nine minutes between our scheduled
arrival at MSP and our departure for Rochester. Northwest usually builds quite a bit of extra time into its flight schedules so you can
end up arriving early even if you depart late. As late as we had departed, though, I was very afraid we wouldn‘t make the connection.
We officially arrived in Minneapolis at 9:54pm, and while we reached a gate fairly quickly and deplaned efficiently, it was still
about 10:05 by the time we made it up the jetway. The flight to Rochester was scheduled to leave at 10:15. I asked the gate attendant

where that flight would be departing from (it turned out to be D-3) and asked if it was even remotely possibly we could make the
connection. I also asked her if she could contact that gate to let them know we were on our way. She said she would call the gate, but
she couldn‘t say whether they‘d hold the flight for us. At that I started out literally running and left Margaret behind. I figured if one of us
made it to the gate, we could talk them into waiting for the other.
By the standards of a large airport D-3 really wasn‘t all that far from the F-concourse where we‘d arrived. The two are at
opposite ends of a large shopping area that extends the length of a parking ramp. While the distance could have been much worse,
one problem with this connection is that it involved going through the only part of MSP that doesn‘t have moving sidewalks. I didn‘t
exactly run the whole way, but I certainly did walk fast. I made it just as they were calling all the final passengers to the gate. I was
panting as I presented myself at the gate and let them know Margaret would be following me. As it turned out, she had gotten an
electric cart to give her a lift, so she arrived just shortly after I did. We and a family making late connection from Washington, D.C.
boarded, and the flight ended up taking off right on time.
The southbound flight from MSP to RST takes only twenty minutes. We had barely taken off when the pilot announced we
had reached our cruising altitude. He ended that same announcement by saying, ―Flight attendants, prepare for landing.‖ We landed
on time and made it quickly to the gate. The airport was virtually deserted, so we got down to baggage claim in record time.
It should surprise no one that while we managed to make the connection in Minneapolis, our luggage didn‘t. We waited
patiently while a few bags went around the carousel, but ours weren‘t among them. The baggage attendant said someone would help
us at the ticket counter, so we made our way there.
Claiming lost luggage is a very lengthy process that doesn‘t seem to have changed much in the computer age. I‘d think now
that every bag has a bar code tag, they could track the exact location of every bag when it goes on or off a plane. Delivery services like
UPS and FedEx track things that way, so it shouldn‘t be too difficult for the airlines to do it. They don‘t seem to, though. While we were
almost positive the bag would show up on the morning flight from MSP, we still had to fill out endless paperwork. More precisely we
had to give oral responses while Sarah, the less than helpful night agent, typed things in her computer. First we needed to identify
exactly what our bag looked like from a long choice of pictures they supplied. Neither Margaret‘s nor my bag looked exactly like any of
them, of course, so we had to decide just which was the closest one. We then needed to supply endless contact information. Almost
all of this was already in Northwest‘s booking computer; why they couldn‘t just take it from that record, I don‘t know. [That really is
silly. She should have been able to just scan the ticket and bring up the record.] Sarah (and eventually her co-worker Paul) said
someone should be calling us tomorrow with information on when the bags could be delivered. Complicating things somewhat was that
both bags were checked in my name (basically because the guy who checked them in Gulfport assumed Margaret and I were married,
rather than brother and sister), but they were destined for two separate addresses. Both Margaret and I preferred, if possible, to just
pick up the bags here in Rochester, but the employees made it seem as if that was unlikely to be possible. Since I knew it would be
next to impossible for them to contact me during business hours or for me to be home at a convenient time for delivery to occur, I asked
if instead they could arrange to send my bag to the Mason City airport. That appeared to be even more of an impossibility. Eventually
we just gave them all the contact information (much of which we found out Sarah had entered into the computer incorrectly) and hoped
for the best.
Both our cars started right up when we got to the parking lot, and we made our way to the exit quickly. Unfortunately the exit
was blocked off. Apparently the exit booth is not attended overnight, and there were instructions to leave our ticket and payment in a
slide box by the booth and then proceed around the barrier. I was rather annoyed by this, because I planned to pay by credit card
(which their signs clearly said they took). Making that assumption, I had spent most of my cash and had far less than the $28 on me I
needed to cover the parking fees. I dug through my bag to get my checkbook (which fortunately wasn‘t in the checked luggage ) and
wrote out a check for the amount. At many parking areas these days they have automatic exit systems where you insert your ticket and
then either scan a credit card or feed bills through a slot. I‘d think that if they don‘t want to staff things here, they should at least put in
something like that.
We got back to the Rochester Sleep Inn about 11:40pm. I was very glad I‘d booked a room for both ends of the trip, because I
certainly wouldn‘t have wanted to go back home tonight. While once again I didn‘t sleep at all well, at least I had a bed for the night.

Tuesday, April 10 – Rochester to Algona
This was a very leisurely morning. The first flight from Minneapolis to Rochester wouldn‘t arrive until almost 11:00, so we had
pretty much the whole morning to kill. We enjoyed every part of the Sleep Inn‘s minimal breakfast, in particular concentrating on their
do-it-yourself waffles. I think the waffle iron they had was on the wrong setting, though. When it went through one cycle, the batter was
barely set, and the waffles were white and doughy. Even after two full cycles they weren‘t the golden brown they should have been.
They tasted all right, though, and with the extra time we had, it was probably good to have something to dawdle over at breakfast. [I do
fail to see what the attraction is to such waffle makers at hotels. They make a huge mess and cause endless lines at the
breakfast bar, and the result is rarely anything special. They seem to be obligatory almost everywhere these days, though.]

I spent the morning grading tests and reading a bit more of Mother Angelica. Margaret surfed the internet planning a trip she
and her friend Marlene will likely be taking to Portland this fall. All morning long no one called to say anything about our bags, and the
internet site they suggested we go to simply listed them as ―missing‖. So, around 11:00 we packed up, checked out, and made our way
over to the airport. The woman at the desk didn‘t think any baggage had come in yet from the 11:00 flight. A man who overheard her
assured her it had been unloaded, though, and he said he‘d go check to see if our bags were there.
A few minutes later the man came out with our two bags,
which had indeed come down on the morning flight. He seemed
very grateful we had stopped by to pick them up. Apparently if we
hadn‘t the bags would have been taken to the Yellow Cab service
at the airport, and they would have been delivered to our homes
by taxi. I can‘t imagine what a taxi from Rochester to either
Algona or Decorah must cost, but it certainly wouldn‘t be cheap.
While the cab fare would have been at Northwest‘s expense, it
would be a silly waste of money.
[I‘ve gotten a lot more use out of that bag since this
trip, but just this winter it finally gave up the ghost. The
wheels on the bottom literally wore out, as did the zipper to
the front pocket. It was a cheap K=Mart special I‘d gotten
years ago, though, and I certainly got my money‘s worth out
of it. I replaced it with a similar bag, and hopefully it will last
as long.]
The weather forecast today was not good (snow and
freezing rain), so once I had my bag, I high-tailed it out of
Rochester. I stopped briefly in Austin (only 45 minutes from RST
at 70mph) to buy gas at a BP station and again in Albert Lea for
lunch at the Arby‘s there. I ordered a ham and cheese sandwich
value meal at Arby‘s and was surprised to find a second sandwich
included in the bag. The clerk looked at me funny and explained
that this is apparently standard; all their value meals come with
two sandwiches. Is it a wonder Americans are becoming more
and more obese?
The snow started about the time I reached Blue Earth,
and it continued snowing from there down to Algona. Fortunately
the road was still warm, so even though it was starting to
accumulate on the fields the pavement was just wet. I made it
home safely and got a bit of a bonus the next day with a snow day
at school that allowed me to relax and unwind a bit. It was a nice
end to a strange, but enjoyable trip.

FAQ
This will have some different questions than most of
these travelogues. People have asked a lot of questions about
this trip. Some I‘ve already answered elsewhere, but here‘s a few
of the rest.
David Burrow‘s checked bag, in his apartment

It‘s been a year and a half. Are things pretty much back to normal?
No. While there are places like the French Quarter and north Gulfport that look pretty much the same as ever, overall neither
New Orleans nor the Mississippi Coast is anywhere close to ―normal‖. People up here think of the time it takes to recover from a
tornado [an interesting comment, given that as I‘m writing this one of the big stories in the news is a tornado that struck my
grad school home of Hattiesburg, Mississippi], but the amount of devastation is so much more than any single tornado would
cause that you really can‘t even compare it. No, things aren‘t normal now, and they probably won‘t be even after another year and a
half. [As I‘ve mentioned throughout this revision, things have gradually come back. Those of us who knew New Orleans and
the Coast pre-Katrina will probably always notice the things that are never quite the same. The feeling there these days,
though, really is about as close to ―normal‖ as it‘s ever likely to get.]

Have the people come back?
More have come back than haven‘t. The city of New Orleans is still much smaller than it should be (closer to the size of Des
Moines than Minneapolis), but the overall Coast area is getting close to its pre-Katrina population. The New Orleans suburbs have
grown, as have the areas in Mississippi north of Interstate 10. Most people in the disaster zones still live in FEMA trailers, but most are
rebuilding their homes. Demographers will tell you that the proportion of whites who have returned is much higher than the proportion
of blacks and that wealthier people have returned in much higher numbers than poorer people. There‘s also a big influx of Hispanic
immigrants, who weren‘t in the area in any significant numbers before. When everything has settled down, the area will likely have a
somewhat different character than it did in the past, but yes people are coming back.

Why don‘t they just re-locate?
[This incredibly insensitive suggestion gets hauled out after disasters of every kind in every part of the country. I‘ve
heard people suggest that people should just re-locate after tornados, brush fires, earthquakes, droughts, and river floods.
People always seem to think that those who live anywhere other than where they do are stupid.] As to why they don‘t re-locate,
the people displaced by Katrina have lived their entire lives in the Gulf Coast region. Just as most lifelong Midwesterners wouldn‘t want
to leave the place they grew up, neither would most Mississippians or Louisianans. What‘s more, the majority of people own property,
and while their homes may be in ruins, they don‘t want to abandon what they‘ve spent a lifetime accumulating.

Is it safe to visit?
I‘ve had people ask this question both in the context of environmental safety and in the context of crime. The answer to both is
basically yes. While some people suspected after Katrina that large parts of New Orleans might be uninhabitable, time has made them
basically safe. Many environmental tests have been done on the soil, water, and air, as well as on seafood in the Gulf and in Lake
Pontchartrain, and no significant problems have been found in any of them. [The BP oil spill that happened not long after this trip
caused significantly more environmental damage than Katrina did.] The biggest problem they‘ve found in Mississippi is nails that
can puncture tires and cause tetanus. As to crime, New Orleans has never exactly been a safe city, but from a tourist‘s point of view
it‘s actually safer now than it was before. Petty crime has plummeted, and while the murder rate is up, the killings are almost
exclusively drug-related inner city crimes. [A couple years after this trip, the Times—Picayune noted as a sign of returning
normalcy that pickpocketing and thefts from tourists‘ cars were almost back to pre-2005 levels. It‘s kind of strange to think of
crime as good news, but what they were really saying was that tourism was back—there were people around for the criminals
to prey on.] The Mississippi Coast has always been one of the safest areas of that state, and that doesn‘t seem to have changed
since the hurricane.

Can you have fun visiting?
This is a qualified yes. The main tourist attractions in New Orleans were largely untouched, while Mississippi‘s casinos have
been rapidly rebuilt and its beaches are still beautiful. It‘s hard to ignore the devastation, and it‘s likely to be at least a year before
things are truly ―fun‖ from a tourist‘s point of view. If you focus on what tourists are supposed to see and do, though, yes you can
certainly have a most enjoyable vacation. [With the exception of a few semi-permanent scars like the abandoned Six Flags
amusement park, these days a tourist unfamiliar with the area would not need to know Katrina ever had happened.]

Do they still need our help?
The quick answer is yes, though it‘s more qualified than it would have been a year ago. People are working very hard to get
on with their lives, and despite some widely publicized exceptions, most of the residents of both in New Orleans and South Mississippi
are proud people who would rather not take handouts if they don‘t have to. That said, there is still a definite need. The biggest need is
for affordable housing, so people can get out of those FEMA trailers and into something more closely resembling real homes. A lot of
school and church groups have traveled south to do service projects in construction, and that‘s probably the best way of helping at the
moment. For those of us who can‘t donate time and labor, giving money to groups like Habitat for Humanity is probably the best option.
Now that the immediate life and death needs have been cared for, some might also want to give money toward reconstruction
of things that aren‘t true necessities—like Beauvoir mansion in Biloxi, the coastal boardwalk in Long Beach, the historic battlefield in
Chalmette, churches and recreation facilities throughout the region, and the millions of trees that need replanting. Local governments
have necessarily focused their time and money on essential infrastructure, but for long-term recovery these ―luxuries‖ will also need to
be redeveloped. [It‘s been the return of these secondary things that has really shown me the Coast is back.]

What will you remember most from the trip?
I‘ve ended almost every travelogue I‘ve written with this question. Honestly, though, coming up with something specific is
harder for this trip than for almost any other I‘ve taken. If pressed, I suppose I‘d say the eerie emptiness of so much of the area—like
the empty beachfront and the lack of traffic on US 90 in Mississippi or all the empty strip malls in New Orleans East and Gentilly. While
things are obviously coming back, all that empty real estate shows there‘s a lot more work to do. [If pressed for specifics these
days, I‘d probably say the Gray Line Katrina tour, but really in retrospect it is the trip as a whole I remember. This was overall
one of the most memorable trips I‘ve been on. It was both painful and inspiring to see an area I knew so well recovering from
such severe devastation.]

